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Basketball games
will air on live TV
By Dean Hybl
staff writer
Lefty Dricscll and the JMU men's
basketball team arc going live this
season.
JMU and Sports Productions, Inc.. a
Winchester-based company, recently
created a new television network that
will broadcast six JMU games this
season.
The two groups have been working
since June to form a television deal
allowing JMU to capitalize on Lefty's
image and in turn promote JMU's
image.
"The main purpose of the network is
not only to give exposure to the
basketball program, but to give
exposure to the entire university," said
Mike Minnis, events coordinator for
Sports Production.
"Athletics has always been a great
vehicle for universities to show
themselves to the public and with
Coach Driesell's history at the
University of Maryland, it seemed a
logical thing to explore at JMU,"
Minnis said.
"They [JMU officials! realized that
with Lefty Dricscll as head coach, they
had a well-known figure here and they
wanted to sec" how best they could
utilize this as a public relations tool,"

Minnis said. "1 think the basketball
program will be an excellent tool for
the university.
"Wc arc hoping that potential
students and athletes will sec the
atmosphere on television and become
interested in the university," the JMU
graduate said. "JMU has an excellent
basketball tradition."
The network is scheduled to air
JMU's Home games against Virginia
Military, Navy. William and Mary,
UNC-Wilmington and University of
Richmond. The Dukes' contest at
Radlord also will be broadcast.
Twenty-six stations across the
country now have been scheduled to
televise some or all of the games.
Minnis said they arc hoping to sign at
least 30 stations onto the network by
the start of the season.
Among the markets scheduled to
receive some of the games arc
Harnsonburg, Roanoke. Washington,
D.C., Phoenix, Albuquerc|ue, N. M.,
New York City, Albany, N.Y., Atlanta
and Florida via a statewide TV network.
Most of the stations are non-network
independents. All games won't be sen
in all areas because of scheduling
conflicts with the network affiliates,
Minnis said.

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

Soaring
Barry Brown (35) reaches for a rebound as he prepares
for the men's basketball season. See basketball preview.

See TELEVISION page 2 >

Three of 1,000 students might have AIDS
by Michael O'Keeffe
College Press Service

As many as three out of every 1,000 college
students might have AIDS, according to the
preliminary results of a nationwide study of 20
campuses.
Observers say if the results hold up when the full
study is completed in February, it would indicate
students aren't paying much attention to efforts
urging them to change their sex habits.
It also would mean a significant portion of the
American student body is at risk of catching — and
dying of- - AIDS, the observers add.
"If the figures hold up, there is more concern than
we had anticipated," said Dr. Rolan Zick. director of

the University of Colorado health center. "If there is
an infection rate in that range then students will
simply have to start paying more attention to
educating themselves."
"At this point, the numbers arc so preliminary it's
practically meaningless," cautioned Anne Sims of the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC). "Meaningful
estimates" won't be proper until the study is finished
in February.
At JMU, students are experiencing a false sense of
security, Marsha Mays, health/wellness coordinator,
told The Breeze in September. Although Mays isn't
aware of any AIDS cases on campus, she said,
"Theoretically, wc can assume that son.cone is

infected here. With 10,000 people on campus, it's
only logical."
Captain David C. Kimmcl, an instructor in the
Military Science department, conducted a survey of
150 JMU students last year to determine the level of
risk of contracting AIDS on campus. He found that
21 of the respondents fell in cither the medium or
high risk groups, according to guidelines produced by
the American College Health Association.
The association and the CDC are gathering and
testing 1,000 blood samples drawn from students on
20 campuses for other medical reasons to sec how far
AIDS has spread.
Gee AIDS page.,2 >„
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Television
► (Continued from page 1)

"It was hard for us to get network
stations because they can't pre-empt a
lot of their programming," he said.
"For instance, Channel 3 in
Harrisonburg [an ABC-TV affiliate] can
only televise three of our games,
because they can't pre-empt Monday
Night Football for a JMU basketball
game," he said. "It has helped that we
are moving the start times of these
games to 9 o'clock."
Minnis said JMU President Ronald
Carrier, Athletic Director Dean Ehlcrs,
Driescll and Sports Production Inc.
president Russ Potts were among those
involved in creating the package.
The primary reason Sports Production
Inc. got involved was the relationship
between Potts and Driescll, Minnis
said. Potts, formerly a Maryland
athletic administrator when Driescll was
the university's basketball coach, was
one of the people who convinced
Driesell to take the coaching position at
JMU.
"Russ Potts was involved in the
television package at Maryland when
Driescll was there, and it is because of
their relationship that we arc involved
here," Minnis said. "They all felt that
having Coach Driescll would make a
network possible, and after a lew
months we were able to come up with a
suitable package."
Minnis said that while they
eventually hope to profit from this
venture, this year's primary goal is lo
break even.
"When you're building something
like* this you're not expecting big
returns the first year," he said. "We
have been very fortunate because we
have gotten very good exposure. The
Navy game will be on FNN Score,
nationally, and will have 20 million
subscribers. . . the William and Mary
game will be on the Tempo network
that will reach 10 million homes.
"The first year is really just building
the foundation," Minnis said. "You do
everything lo meet your costs. If we

break even this year wc will be
successful."
Two corporate sponsors have agreed
to help with financing the project.
Coors Brewery and First American
Bank will be sponsoring the games.
Minnis said other sponsors will be,
announced within the next week.
Although a separate television
network is new to JMU's basketball
program, the Dukes have received
previous television exposure.
"We have never been involved in
anything like what they arc doing now,
but wc usually have a game or two on
Home Team Sports during the season
and have been on network regional
telecasts before," said JMU sports
information director Gary Michael.
This season JMU is scheduled to
appear on HTS four times. Home
games against Old Dominion and
American and games at Virginia
Commonwealth and Richmond will be
shown by the Washington-based
company.
Michael said the Convocation Center
already is set up for television, but a
few changes will be made to help
improve the quality of the broadcasts.
"We will have to turn out some of
the house lights because they have a
reddish tint that distorts the picture,"
Michael said. "This was especially
evident with the floor level cameras."

Mays said students have a hard time
believing they can contract AIDS at
JMU because they don't know of
anyone on campus who has the disease.
"Everyone thinks, 'If there's no one
here on campus who looks sick, then I
can't contract AIDS from someone
here,'" she said. "That's totally
erroneous."

Three of the SPI broadcasts also will
include play-by-play announcing by the
team of JMU graduates Steve
Buckhanlz, the sports announcer for
Channel 5 in Washington, and Billy
Sample Buckhanlz, an ex-JMU and
major league baseball player who now
announces Atlanta Braves games on
WTBS-TV.

Many students objected to the CDC
study when it was proposed last spring,
noting they would never know if a
blood sample they gave at their clinic
was being tested or if, in the end, they
tested positive for the disease.

Due lo scheduling conflicts, Jim
Simpson will replace Buckhantz during
the final two games. Simpson, a
national broadcast veteran, was the
play-by-play announcer for Baltimore
Orioles games.
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Few know which 20 campuses arc in
the study, but Tulane and Rutgers
universities as well as the universities
of Colorado, Maryland and Georgia
have admitted they're participating.
AIDS (acquired immune deficiency
syndrome) is caused by a virus which
destroys the body's immune system.
The virus most typically is contracted
by having sex or sharing intravenous
needles with an infected person, or by
contaminated blood products. More than
76,000 cases have been reported in the
United States since 1981, with 43,000
deaths.
Campus
lifestyles,
health
administrators believe, leave students
especially vulnerable to the disease.
"Students are a sexually active
group," said Dr. Florence Winship of
the University of Georgia health center.
And becuase they tend to be young and
inexperienced, "they feel immune, even
when they know the problem's out
there."

"We freeze
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Still others worried samples could be
traced back to the donors. In New
Jersey, for example, the American Civil
Liberties Union lodged a formal
complaint with Rutgers University,
charging the school's participation in
the survey endangered students' privacy.
Through it all, however, the CDC
believed the study was worthwhile.
Sims contends, "The survey will help
us focus our efforts."

fixate on a number, but to deal with the
problem on campuses. Students must
be aware of this."
"It's not surprising to me," Winship
said of the preliminary figure. While
the data may be "skewed" and don't
"provide the full picture," she predicts
the final tally "won't be too far off."
If it isn't, many health officials
wonder how they'd make collegians
respond to the AIDS threat more
seriously.
"In general," said Rich Wolitski of
the AIDS Education Project at
California State University at Long
Beach, "college students have a fairly
high knowledge about AIDS. They
know how it is transmitted and what
they can do to protect themselves."
"But in general, they do not consider
themselves vulnerable."
In September, the CDC reported the
AIDS scare apparently had not markedly
changed students' sexual habits,
prompting Assistant U.S. Secretary of
Health Robert E. Windom to urge
campus officials to try harder to educate
their students about the plague.
Windom said that one-fifth of the
reported AIDS cases occur among
people 20 to 29 years old.
"Since the average incubation period
(for AIDS) is seven years or longer, it's
clear that many of the 14,000 patients
in this group were high school or
college age at the time of their
infection," Windom said.
Moreover, officials at the universities
of Texas and Arizona and Denver's
Metropolitan State college have
reported that the rates of other sexually
transmitted diseases have not declined,
suggesting that students are not
protecting themselves against AIDS.
"It's a little frustrating," Georgia
Winship said. "Their behavior doesn't
go along with their education. We need
lo do everything we can to transfer that
'yes-I-know-about-ii' attitude to a
change in their behavior."
This story contains some information
reported in earlier editions of The
Breeze.

About 5,000 of the 20,000 college
blood samples to be tested have been
processed, Sims said, showing a rate of
about three cases per 1,000 students.
• Ann Asicllo, representing
Sims said she didn't know from which
Panhellcnic at Council of Student
campuses the samples came.
"The only thing we can show from Leaders meeting Monday, suggested
these preliminary results is thai there is students be required to wail until the
infection on college campuses. College second semester of their sophomore
students arc not immune from AIDS," year before they receive parking
Sims said.
stickers. Incorrect information was
printed in Thursday's issue of The
"The figure cited is based on just Breeze.
one-quarter of the sample," added
• In the same article, a commuter
Miguel Garcia-Tunom of the American student said residents don't need cars on
College Health Association. "In thai campus. This comment was attributed
sense it's inconclusive. It's just a
incorrectly in Thursday's issue of The
number. But what's important is not to Breeze.
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NEWS
Former student dies of cancer
By Karl Burr
staff writer

By Vicki McLaughlin
staff writer

Former JMU student Patsy Graham died of cancer
Thursday in Fairfax.
Patsy, 20, attended JMU for two years.
After complaining of pain in her right leg, she
was diagnosed with cancer in October of 1986, one
month into her freshman year.
She went home to Fairfax but returned to JMU for
her sophomore year and lived in Cleveland Hall.
In December of 1987, she underwent surgery to
remove and replace the bone in the leg thai
contained the cancerous cells. She returned to school
after doctors said the operation had been a success.
But by last April, cancer had spread throughout
her body. She left JMU for the second time.
Patsy was a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
sorority.
Kathy Anderson, her sorority sister, said, "She
was always such an active person, even before she
came to college."
During high school, Patsy was an active
swimmer. While at JMU she was president of her
sorority pledge class and a little sister for Sigma Pi
fraternity.
Sharon Ferony, another Sigma Sigma Sigma
member, said Patsy "was very inspiring to so many
people. She was able to make a lot of people feel
really good."
Even though Patsy knew what she was facing, she
always managed to maintain a positive attitude,
Ferony said. "She was unbelievably caring. . . .
Even at her worst condition, she always asked about
other people."
Patsy was majoring in early childhood education.
"She loved little kid*," Ferony said.
Patsy influenced many lives and was aware that
everyone was pulling for her, Ferony said. Many
friends showed support through visits, phone calls,
letters and personal ads in The Breeze.
For her 20lh birthday on Oct. 29 this year, her
friends bought a full-page ad in the Oct. 27 issue of
The Breeze.
"She always had hope," Ferony said. "She never

New RAP program
gives responsibility
to undergraduates

Patricia L. Graham
Oct. 29,1968— '*
Nov. 17,1988
gave out. ... It was her body. She wouldn't want
any of us to be sad. She would have wanted to be
remembered in a positive way."
Sigma Sigma Sigma currently is finalizing
arrangements for charitable donations in Patsy's
honor. Anyone interested in making a donation
should contact the sorority for more information.
A funeral service will be held today at 9:30 a.m.
at St. Timothy's Church in Fairfax.

Teachers of fourth block P.E. classes will no
longer be bombarded with override requests by
desperate seniors who didn't realize they needed the
credits to graduate, thanks to the new Report on
Academic Progress sheets.
Instead of guessing at the progress they have made
in fulfilling ihcir degree requirements, students will
have their classes charted out on the degree audit
reports, which will be distributed today, tomorrow
and Wednesday.
Students can pick up their RAP sheets between 8
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. in the registration center, located
in the basement of Carrier Library.
Pauline Long, JMU's director of records, said the
sheets are designed to "save time with the academic
advisers, allowing them to help students plan career
goals.
"We've been working on this for approximately
two years," she said. "It will show the students what
courses they have already taken and allow them to
plan their own progress with completing their degree
programs."
The report will include additional information, such
as concentrations, overall grade point averages, GPAs
within majors and requirements needed to complete
minor programs. It also will call attention to the
classes requiring completion with a grade of C or
better.
In addition, the reports will help the records office
keep more current records on students and their
majors. Long said.
Advisers also will receive a copy of the students'
reports. "This will help advisers stay informed on the
students' progress with completing their degree
programs," Long said.
"There may be some errors in the sheets," she said.
"This is their trial run. It's the students'
responsibility to report any mistakes to the records
department"
Long said the degree audit program will shift to the
student the responsibility of ensuring that all core
courses arc completed, freeing advisers to help
students plan ihcir lives alter graduation.

Senate drops resolution opposing 'dirty dancing' class
By Drew Hansen

faculty senate reporter

The JMU faculty senate voted
Thursday to drop a proposed resolution
that would have recorded the senate's
opposition to the University Program
Board's "dirty dancing" classes.
Dr. Joseph Rudmin, associate
professor of physics, authored the
resolution and asked the senators to
request that the classes be discontinued.
The dance lessons promote unsound
values that could have "harmful
consequences for both individuals and
society," he said.
• The classes are contrary to the

university's mission to "provide the
students with a liberal education,
including die development of sound
values," Rudmin said.
In his resolution, Rudmin expressed
concern that the classes encouraged a
form of public sexual activity that
would "precede, rather than follow, the
establishment of a personal, emotional,
exclusive and permanent relationship"
with a member of the opposite sex.
High school and junior high school
students in the area imitate college
students, he said. "Engaging in this
form of dancing would likely lead to
other activities with consequences
which the younger students cannot

handle," he said.
"Both the class and the publicizing of
it arc unethical," the resolution
concluded.
Dr. Charles Dubcnczic, speaker of the
faculty senate, recommended the senate
submit the resolution to its student
relations committee for further
consideration.
Instead, the senators voted by
overwhelming majority to drop the
issue.
Rudmin was the only member of the
senate to vote against dropping the
resolution. Several senators abstained
from the vote.
In other business, the faculty senate

welcomed Douglas Smith and Patricia
Williams of the Student Government
Association as the faculty senate's
student liasions.
Douglas and Williams will be
responsible for bringing student
concerns to the senate and presenting
faculty concerns to the SGA.
The idea for the student liasion
originally was proposed by SGA
student services committee chairwoman
Vanessa Jimenez and is being
implemented for the first time this year.
In his speaker's report, Dubenezic said

See SENATE page 5>
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Charity campaign gives donors a choice
By Betsy Overkamp
staff writer

For the first time, JMU faculty and staff members
have more of a choice as to where their charitable
dollars go.
As part of a new program instituted by Gov. Gerald
Baliles, each potential donor is given information
about the United Way campaign and the individual
agencies involved.
"The campaign is completely voluntary," Mark
Warner, chairman of the campaign in the Shcnandoah
Valley, said. "We give Istatc and JMU employees]
the information and then let them decide (whether or
not to give]."
The Shcnandoah Valley region has its own
brochure that details the campaign's specifics and
gives a brief description of the eligible organizations.
Potential donors also arc given a pledge card on
which they can designate where they want their
money to go.
The Virginia state government was approached by
several charities which wanted to use stale employees'
payroll deductions as a way of raising funds for their
organizations.
Baliles, in an effort to make the charitable giving
of state employees more equitable, developed the
Slate Employees' Combined Charitable Campaign.
Any health and human service agency can apply for
inclusion in the SECCC, but state criteria determines
who is eligible.

SECCC. Each federation consists of charities devoted
to a particular type of service.
The United Way of Harrisonburg and Rockingham
County still is the local fund's primary agency.
The United Way oversees the entire local campaign,
Warner said. Other agencies included in the program
arc the American Cancer Society, the American Lung
Association and the stale organization for Special
Olympics.

According to Warner, organizations which receive
money from the fund must be tax-exempt, non-profit
charities registered wilh the Virginia Department of
Agriculture office of consumer affairs.
The local organizations that participate also must
be approved by a commiuec of state and JMU
employees.

All money collected during the campaign is sent to
one fund and given to ihc charities from there.
Undcsignatcd money will be contributed to the
United Way to help it reach last year's funding of
S35.O00. Emily Purdy, director of the United Way,
said this is so the United Way will not be harmed by
the new campaign format. Any additional
undcsignatcd money will be distributed to the other
agencies on a pcrccnutgc basis.
Purdy has "mixed feelings" about the new
campaign. "The person giving the contribution
should feel as comfortable as possible, but I feel very
strongly that all money raised in the area should stay
in the community," Purdy said.

"The person giving the
contribution should feel as
comfortable as possible,
but I still feel very strongly
that all money raised in
the area should stay in
the community."
— Emily Purdy
Nearly 100 agencies arc represented in the upper
Shcnandoah Valley region, which consists of the
City of Harrisonburg and Rockingham, Page and
Shcnandoah Counties.
There arc iwo non-profit federations and several
independent organizations involved in the local

;
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The campaign began Sept. 29 and is currently in its
last stages. Warner said the campaign still is
accepting any money that comes in.
The entire Valley region reached its $40,000 goal.
JMU is S313 over its $35,000 aim.
Warner said the current campaign equals the success
of last year's funding goals. "The employees have
really opened their hearts."
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Bluestone staff answers requests for more yearbooks
percentage of JMU students [at the time] and set (hat
figure as the number of books they would buy,"
Bracey said.

By Paul Ziebarth
staft writer

There will be 300 more copies of Bluestone
available to students this year, according to the editor
of the JMU yearbook.
The SGA recently allotted S4.725 to the yearbook,
which will be used to increase the number of books
available from 6,200 to 6,500, and to cover rising
printing costs, Susan Braccy said.
The extra books were requested in response to
claims from parents and students that there were not
enough copies for everyone who wanted one, she
said.
"About five years ago, the university took a

However, as JMU's population grew, the number of
books published did not grow with it. Bracey said the
yearbook staff received numerous calls this summer
from parents of students who did not receive
yearbooks. Staff members decided more copies were
needed and submitted a request for additional SGA
funds.
"This year is the first that we've had so many
inquiries about them," she said. But, because student
interest is unpredictable and difficult to anticipate, the
extra 300 copies may or may not be needed, she said.

In past years, as many as 320 books have remained
unclaimed, Bracey added.
"[The yearbook staff has] no idea how many people
will want their books," Bracey said. But she
anticipates that "the vast majority" will want them.
The SGA provides the major portion of the funding
for the Bluestone, but the staff has other sources of
revenue. Most of the remaining needed funds arc met
through donations from parents, sitting fees paid by
students who have their pictures taken and the
purchasing of full pages by JMU clubs and
organizations, Braccy said.
Braccy said that this year's Bluestone is scheduled
to be available by the last week of April. There is no
charge for obtaining a copy.

Senate —
>■ (Continued from page 3)

JMU President Ronald Carrier would
like to kftp May graduation weekend
essentially the same as last year's
activities.
Dubenezic said one possible change is
the combining of the faculty/parent and
student dances into one event Saturday
evening.
Dubenezic said Carrier opposes
changes in order to give JMU two years
of experience with the current format
before making any changes in it
Carrier intends to form a graduation
review committee after the May

ceremony to make "a comprehensive
review and analysis of all aspects of
graduation and make recommendations
on possible changes in time, format
[and] procedures used," Dubenezic said.
"The committee would include
representatives from the faculty, the
class of 1990, campus ministry, alumni
and the JMU administration," he said.
For now, "I think we're stuck with
graduation the way it was," Dubenezic
said. "We wanted some changes, but
we're not going to get them."
Dubenezic also said Dr. Russell
Warrren, vice president for academic

affairs, has requested feedback from die
senate on the math department's
proposal for a new academic rank,
tentatively labeled affiliate professor.
This position would be reserved for
faculty members who hold a master's
degree, but have not been able to meet
the requirements for associate professor
as outlined in the faculty handbook.
Candidates must have served JMU for
a long period of time, possibly for 25
years, Dubenezic said.
According to math department
records, it is possible for someone with
a master's degree to teach at JMU for 40

years and never move beyond the rank
of assistant professor, Dubenezic said.
He said the department proposes that
with promotion to affiliate professor, a
faculty member would receive a $3,000
to $4,000 annual raise. This amount is
double the amount awarded to a faculty
member promoted from assistant to
associate professor.
The math department representatives
believe this double raise is justified
because it is highly unlikely that an
affiliate professor ever would be
promoted to associate professor.
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COLLEGE CLIPS

Youth vote '88
Exit poll results say Dukakis had 'slight majority'
[CPS] — Initial exit poll results
suggested that a slight majority of
voters under age 25 voted for Gov.
Michael Dukakis in the Nov. 8
election, though George Bush won the
endorsement of 56 percent of the
nation's college graduates.
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Tabulated from exit polls conducted
by the NBC, ABC and CBS television
networks, the results did not distinguish
between college students and other
voters younger than age 25.
ABC News found Dukakis won a
majority of the votes cast by both the
youngest [under the age of 25] and
oldest [over the age of 60] citizens,
while winning 51 percent of those cast
by people with only a high school
diploma and 62 percent of the nation's
high school dropouts.
New voters, typically those who have
turned 18 since the 1984 presidential
election, preferred Bush instead of
Dukakis by a 50-47 percent margin.
CBS political editor Dotty Lynch said
young voters were conspicuous by their
absence at the polls. Voters younger
than age 30 made up only 20 percent of
the electorate Nov. 8, down from 24
percent in 1984.
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In both 1980 and 1984, pollsters
concluded a majority of the college
students who voted endorsed Ron;ild
Reagan. The results were interpreted
widely as a nationwide swing to the
right on campuses.

At Stephens College in Missouri, for
example. Bush received 221 votes while
Dukakis picked up 176.

More unscientific mock elections
conducted on hundreds of campuses this
fall suggested students favored the
Republican this time around, too.

"I don't feel like Dukakis and Bcntscn
know what they arc doing," said Erin
Malonc, a Democrat who said she voted
for Bush.

Viruses attack
computers at
many schools

Morris the Cat and Mickey Mouse
each received one vote.

[CPS] — Campus computers suffered a rash of
destructive "viruses" last week, one of which,
infecting the huge Arapnct and Science Internet
networks linking some 6,000 computers, ranked
among the worst ever.
Cornell University graduate student Robert T.
Morris, Jr., 23, admitted writing the "virus,"and
helped kill it before any files or data were destroyed.
A virus is a program that spreads itself to new
systems whenever it is downloaded, often without
the user's knowledge.
However, the 6,000 computers linked to the
networks Morris infected were unusable for almost
two days. Officials said the U.S. Department of
Justice may file charges.
At the same time, a separate computer virus
named "nVir" hit Arizona Slate University and the
University of Pennsylvania.
Chris MacCratc of ASU's microcomputer resource
facility said the virus found there was "benign,"
more of an irritant than a destructive agent.
Penn detected its version of the virus when
students found they could not retrieve some of their
files or print others.
Said Penn senior Maria Manta, "I tried to save my
resume onto my diskette, and it seemed to save it
fine, but when I tried to print it out, it couldn't get

At Virginia's George Mason
University, the Republican ticket was
chosen by almost twice as many
students as the Democrats. Bush
received 51 percent of the vote during
George Mason's mock election, while
Dukakis got 33 percent. A large
number of George Mason students —
16 percent — were undecided.
Bush also won mock elections at
Bellarmine College in Kentucky and
Arizona State University by wide
margins.
But in a scientific poll taken at the
University of Pennsylvania, Dukakis
took 42 percent of the vote while Bush
received 36 percent. The poll was
conducted by the Daily Pennsylvanian,
the campus newspaper, arid the Pcnn
Political Union. Twenty percent of the
students polled were undecided.
But neither candidate seemed to spark
the kind of intense collegiate support
that marked President Reagan's 1980
and 1984 campaigns, or Jesse Jackson's
1984 and 1988 bids for the Democratic
nomination.
"I'll vote for Dukakis," said Joe
Iosbaker, a University of Illinois at
Chicago student activist who sported a
"Dukakis I Guess" button this fall.
"But if there was a meaningful protest
vote I'd vote for that."

into that file."
Peter Mathcws, another Pcnn senior, identified the
virus while running a program named Intcrferon, a
virus killer for Macintosh computers.
Similar viruses infected computers at Baylor
University in Texas and the University of Colorado
in late October.
During the last two academic years, the
universities of Delaware, Utah, Pittsburgh and
California at Santa Cruz and Irvine, as well as
George Washington University, have had viruses.
Computer systems at IBM, the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, and networks
like CompuServe and Electronic Data Systems, the
world's largest computer service company, also have
suffered viruses.
In MacCratc's opinion, the viruses arc "not an
increasing problem. They're somewhat of a fad."
For example, on Nov. 6, one company announced
it soon would publish "Trapdoor," a novel about a
villain using a computer virus to take control over
the U.S. nuclear arsenal.
However, MacCratc said debugging programs are
appearing.
"The problem is there are no specific remedies for
new viruses. The remedy is reactive to the specific
virus," he said.
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Absent

Students have good reason to oppose the attendance
policies held by some JMU professors.
While many professors implement fair and
reasonable attendance procedures, others do not allow
a single absence during an entire semester.
What effect, if any, do such attendance policies
have on students and their relationships with their
professors?
By the time students reach college, they are capable
of making their own decisions. One of these
decisions is whether or not to attend class. Part of
being an adult is facing whatever consequences may
result from one's actions. This concept applies as
much to class attendance as it does to more serious
issues, such as career decisions.
In formulating their attendance policies, professors
must consider that rules are made for all, not just for
a few responsible students.
Because of this, elimination of attendance policies
is probably not in the best interest of the JMU
community. Such policies, however, must involve a
certain degree of leniency.
Despite the commonly known fact that many
college students skip their classes frequenUy, this
docs not mean they should never be allowed to miss
class for any reason.
People still get sick, family emergencies still come
up, and so on. Maybe professors would trust students
more and value their honesty if students were mature
enough to give the true reasons for their absences.
If students genuinely are sick, they should tell the
professor. But, by the same token, if they choose to
leave a day or two early for a vacation, they should
admit that, too.
With regard to attendance policies, it's easier to
respect professors who allow students to miss a
predetermined number of classes per semester. If the
student exceeds this number, the professor would
deduct points from his final grade.
Such a policy demonstrates that the professor
respects the students enough to know that it is not
unrealistic to miss one or two classes a semester. If
students know their professors respect them, they, in
turn, have an added respect for their professors.
If students are allowed to miss a certain number of
classes per semester, they are responsible for keeping
track of their absences. This way students know from
the onset of the class how many absences they are
allowed and they may choose, over the course of the
semester, how or if they wish to take them.
Strict attendance policies that do not allow students
a single absence in an entire 15 or 16 week period are
unfair.
Reasonable attendance policies establish trust
between professors and students. After all, this trust
is the basis for all interactions between students and
their professors.
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Lefty's pep talk not real story
of two-day AERho convention

Free Enterprise Week reflects
poorly on business club, JMU

To the editor:
I'm writing to point out some news lo The Breeze
that I feel was overlooked in the Monday, Nov. 14,
issue.
Well, the story actually wasn't overlooked, it was
just poorly covered in typical Breeze style.
I am talking about the story that supposedly covered
the AERho convention. I am a member of AERho —
The National Broadcasting Society — and I, along
with many others, worked for more than three months
to put on the successful convention we held. The
convention wasn't a 10 minute welcome speech from
the "infamous lefthander" as your article insinuated.
The real story was the convention itself, not the pep
talk from Mr. Driescll.
Although our chapter was very appreciative of the
address Lefty gave, he wasn't the only respected
speaker at the convention. Many well respected
members of the broadcasting field, including our
keynote speaker Ms. Joyce Tudryn, the Associate
Executive Director of the International Radio and
Television Society, also gave outstanding
presentations and were not mentioned in the poorly
written article.
In fairness, I will point out that The Breeze did
mention in the final paragraph that "die main part of
the convention did not kick off until the Saturday
workshops began" and there were "very qualified
speakers for Saturday."
This leaves mc with only one question: Where was
The Breeze reporter Saturday when the real news of
this convention took place? Probably on some street
corner interviewing Brother Jim.

To the editor:
I am appalled and ashamed of the student apathy and
disrespect I've witnessed at JMU since transferring
here this fall. I suppose I witnessed the height of both
this past week.

Steve Cornwell
junior
communication

Phi Beta Lambda ("The Business Club") sponsored
Free Enterprise Week. They brought in an excellent
selection of speakers Monday through Thursday
afternoons. Of the afternoons I attended, the largest
crowd was about 10, and the smallest was two: myself
and the president of Phi Beta Lambda.
I seriously doubt that any of the speakers will return
in the future or possibly could have anything
encouraging to say of the students of JMU, especially
the membership of Phi Beta Lambda.

My main concern are the members of Phi Beta
Lambda. At the State Leadership Conference, the JMU
chapter of Phi Beta Lambda won first place for largest
membership chapter and third place for outstanding
chapter. What a ridiculous farce!

Since the club did sponsor the event, I would think
members would have enough interest, concern and
maybe even respect to attend the events, if for no
other reason than to ensure the speaker a reasonably
sized audience.

Tom Hogg*
junior
accounting/finance
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Let's make an effort to keep JMU clean
A picture of trash typically is seen in
environmental propaganda aimed at making people
more aware of the problems of pollution in their
community. Such pictures were taken last week,
here at JMU.
Most people don't consider our campus to have a
pollution problem. There arc many beautiful
flowers and colorful trees to draw our attention
away from all the garbage on the ground. Many
people don't sec a large amount of litter because
our buildings and grounds crews work hard to keep
our campus clean.
Superintendent of Grounds Junior Higgs
estimates that his crew spends 100 man-hours each
week and up to 160 man-hours on weekends
cleaning up litter. Consider how much of our
tuition movcy goes towards picking up garbage
instead of t^ing used for things that would benefit
our campus in a better way.
Even though our groundskecpers spend so much
time cleaning up our messes, there is still too
much litter on campus for them to keep up with.
This is the first indication that there is a serious
problem with garbage disposal at JMU. And the
students arc the cause. I'm not pointing fingers or
excluding anyone, not even myself. I can't say
honestly I have never thrown trash on the ground.
What I honestly can say is that there is a problem
with litter here at JMU and I would like to do my
part in helping solve that problem.

Litter need not be a problem requiring the
attention of our tuition dollars and our
groundskceping staff. This is a problem that we,
the JMU student body, can solve. There are more
than 150 trash cans on campus, strategically placed
where people pass by, just wailing to have trash
thrown in them. Chances are that wherever you go
on campus, there is a trash can along the way.

GUEST COLUMNIST
Chris Sands
It doesn't take a lot of hard work or hours of
lobbying for help from the adminisualion to keep
our campus clean. It takes just as much effort to
throw something in a trash can as it docs to throw
it on the ground. It's true, you may have to carry
your trash an extra 20 or 30 yards to gel to a trash
can, but that's not asking much from a JMU
student. Any person who can't make the minimal
effort for his/her university is selfish, indeed.
I am very happy to be at JMU and am distressed
that it could be so mistreated by its students. I
don't like to look at trash and I don't like to have
my friends look at trash when they come to visit.
Yet there always will be those people who don't
have enough respect for our campus to keep it
clean.

/IRTQiRVED
\

CLASS RINGS

Maybe people who litter don't like having a
beautiful environment. Perhaps we could close off
one area of campus for those students who wish to
litter and they can live in a litter-filled
environment, while the rest of us can realize
JMU"s full potential as a beautiful campus.
We have no one lo blame but ourselves for our
litter problem. We have caused it and we must
eliminate it. The university has done its part by
supplying sufficient facilities for the disposal of
garbage. We must do our part by using those
facilities. If there is a place that doesn't have a
trash can that you think ought lo have one, then
contact your residence hall SGA representative. He
or she can work through the SGA to put more
trash cans where they are needed.
In Virginia, littering is a misdemeanor fineable
up to $500. The long-term consequences of litter
are far too great to put a price on them. The
damage it docs to the environment, the adverse
effects that an ugly campus will have on JMU's
reputation among other schools, and the
impression it gives about the students who live
here arc concerns that ought to be considered before
throwing a bottle in the lake or tossing a beer can
in the bushes.
We arc the ones who must live with the
consequences of our actions. Are we prepared lo do
so?

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
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Holidays not jolly for those thinking of suicide
Thanksgiving and Christmas approach us, and we
anticipate the happiness and security that these
holidays symbolize. But for some, 'tis not the season
to be jolly ... in fact, they haven't felt loo happy
about anything for a long time, no matter what the
season. Holiday expectations of life at its ideal
severely contrast feelings of hopelessness and
isolation. Instead they consider the antithesis of joy
and life. They consider suicide.
On Nov. 11 of this year, the Washington Post
reported on the murder-suicide of two girls in
Rockvillc, Md. They sat Indian-style in front of each
other. One girl shot her friend in the head and then
shot herself in a similar fashion. This is just one of
the thousands of teenage suicides that occur each year.
We arc saddened and mystified by the suicides of
people our own age. In varying degrees, we have
shared similar feelings of sadness, but often we
cannot know the reasons and extent of the sorrow and
despair that our peers choose to alleviate through
suicide.
But in committing suicide — in committing
themselves to ending their lives — our peers'

problems never are solved. Our peers do not leave
their problems behind; they die with them
unresolved.

Some reasons for suicide arc the hurt and frustration
that never seem to leave no matter how hard the
person tries. The habit of being lonely, confusion
about what is important and real, disappointment that
life and oneself a^c not what he or she wants them to
be, and no assurance that problems will be solved and
that a sane world of happiness, comfort and peace
will ever return arc factors which make it easy to
forget that we have an identity beyond this inner
pain. People who commit suicide forget they are
people worth knowing.
Others contemplating suicide feel no one cares if
they are sad, but that everyone will care if they die.

What will this concern from others matter if the
person is dead? By taking their lives, they end thair
chances of ever finding someone who will care and
their chances of caring for someone else.
Living life hurts, either because of the
circumstances in our lives or because we have so
many questions and uncertain answers. In struggling
to understand ourselves and life, we forget that we can
change our answers. Suicide is the only answer that
we cannot change. By committing suicide, we end the
possibility that the hurt will be a memory. Instead,
we die full of inner pain, with the notion that there is
no happiness in living.
There is a man who was the lirst to find his
daughter after she committed suicide. The expression
on her face haunts him; he found her with an
expression frozen in horror and remorse, as if she was
saying, "Oh no, what have I done?"
If you arc contemplating suicide, talk to someone
before it is loo late for them or yourself to do
something. There are too many possibilities that life
will get better. Don't end your chances of discovering
this. Then, not only on Thanksgiving will there be
people who arc thankful that you arc alive.
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FOCUS
THANKSGIVING
By Jinx Mancini
staff writer

"All the Pilgrims with your wives and little ones,
do gather at the meetinghouse, on the hill . .. there
to listen to the pastor, and render thanksgiving to the
Almighty God for all His blessings."
It was almost 300 years ago when Gov. William
Bradford thus declared the first Thanksgiving in
Plymouth colony, and, on every fourth Thursday of
November, Americans still arc honoring this day of
thanksgiving.
This year, on Wednesday, Nov. 23, most students
anxiously will be leaving JMU to celebrate the
holiday. But the way in which each student celebrates
Thanksgiving Day will be different.
Many people
have special Thanksgiving traditions that stick out in
their minds beyond the common turkey feast.
Sara Lee Harris said her family always recites a
poem as her mother brings out the turkey: "Turkey
'o you great big feller, Foods all ripe, rich and mcller
"My Aunt Hazel knows the enure poem," Harris
said. "If she's not there, we just say the beginning."
Curtis Hine looks forward to hunting quail. "All
the men in my family go hunting every
Thanksgiving," Hine said. "After hunting all day, we
join the rest of the family for a big turkey dinner."
Hine said he and his father also go deer hunting the

day after Thanksgiving at the Eastern Shore. "Mom
makes us lcflovcr-turkcy sandwiches to bring with us
on our trip."
A tradition in Karen Mitchell's family is to invite a
couple of Navy men over for dinner. Her family lives
in Virginia Beach, where several naval bases are
located.
"It's hard to be away from your family on
Thanksgiving," Mitchell said. "So, we try to
brighten the holiday for these guys and be their
family away from home."
Many spend Thanksgiving watching football games
and parades. Julie Mina's family watches football all
day. "My mother refuses to serve the meal while the
television is on," Mina said. "Sometimes we don't
eat!"
Joyce Johnson and her family go to New York to
see the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade. "We stay
in downtown Manhattan and watch the parade from
our hotel," Johnson said.
Outdoor activities also arc popular traditions for
some students.
"I go horseback riding with neighbors," said senior
Carolin Dchn-Duhr. "After dinner, we take a
buggy-ride through the countryside."
Heather Kcllams said her family lakes a hike in the

woods before dinner.
As Thanksgiving approaches, many are looking
forward to the traditional plump, juicy turkey, creamy
mashed potatoes and hot apple pie. However, some
students' families have their own special
Thanksgiving dishes.
Harris said every Thanksgiving — and only on
Thanksgiving — her "grandma" makes "Tyler Puddin'
Pic," a family recipe for a custard-like dessert
Suzanne Poster's family cats "purple duck." The
duck is marinated in red wine for two days.
"Purple duck is the best meal in the world," Pester
said.
"Unidentifiable green stuff is a familiar dish on
Kurt Thielhorn's Thanksgiving dinner table.
Thiclhorn said this dish possibly is made with Jell-O.
Christine Criscimagna said her family always has
her mom's honey-glazed ham. And Lcc Bagby's father
hunts wild turkey which he brings home for
Thanksgiving dinner.
Some students' families say a traditional
Thanksgiving prayer.
Everyone in Kcllams' family takes part in the
prayer. "We go around the table and each person says
what they arc thankful for," Kcllams said.
Elizabeth Belts' family prays in the Quaker
tradition. "We each give thanks in silence, holding
See THANKSGIVING page 13 >
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JMU Basketball Preview

i i i
Cellar Dweller?
Lefty Driesell's Dukes are hoping to prove
predictions placing them last in the CAA are
dead wrong, p.3

Product of Success
Playing for a 500-win coach is nothing new for
JMU's / nthony Cooley. p.4

Making the Grade
Guard Claude Ferdinand is back for the Dukes
after taking a semester off to concentrate on
academics, p.5

Hanging Out
For transfers Steve Hood and Fes Irvin, the
1989-90 season can't get here too soon, p.6

Colonel Sanders
It appears Kenny Sanders will be able to carry
his George Mason teammates to the top of an
otherwise even CAA. p.7

Halftime
Schedules and rosters for the 88-'89 men's and
women's teams, p.8-9

Championship Challenge
Shelia Moorman and her Dukes will try to make
JMU history as they vie for their fourth
consecutive CAA title, p. 10

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

4

Center Stage
Point guard Donna Budd has emerged from
the shadows of Flo Jackson to become one
of JMU's best. p. 11

New Heights
At 6-foot-5, transfer Carolin Dehn-Duhr will try to
become the first woman ever to perform a
two-handed slam dunk. p. 12

Plenty of Potential •
The women's recruiting class is laden with
potential that must be developed if the
Dukes' success is to continue: p. 13$

Patriotic Salute

^

With JMU in a rebuilding year, George Mason
may have its best shot ever at grounding the
high-flying Dukes, p. 14
*
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JMU Basketball Preview

Dukes look to create own media
By Dave Washburn
editor

The 1988-89 JMU wen's basketball team may well
go down in the alt»hme college record books — but
not for its on-court performance. After posting a
dismal 10-18 mark a year ago, the Dukes have
probably appeared in, and on, more media
publications than the 1988 NCAA champion Kansas
Jayhawks.
The reason — Charles G. "Lefty1' Driesell.
Regarded as one of the famous, bordering on
notorious, coaches to ever enter the basketball arena,
Driesell announced early in April he was trading in
his TV headset for the head coaching position at JMU
and one more chance at a national championship. And
the basketball world, especially those in the
Shenandoah Valley, has been abuzz ever since.
But the road to the final four may be the longest,
and most difficult path Driesell has been forced to
take in his 26 years of college basketball. The Dukes
lost three starters to graduation last season and already
have been dealt a severe blow this year with the
off-season suspension Kcnnard Winchester, JMU's
top scorer and rebounder a year ago. Moreover,
returning lcttermen Thorn Brand was dropped from
the team because of medical reasons and Keith
McMillen left the club because of personal problems.
The incidents have left JMU with only two seniors
and have forced Driesell into going to a definite youth
movement.
"When everything is considered, this season's team
will be the most inexperienced team I have had in 32
years of coaching," Driesell said. "The team only
won 10 games last season, and when you lose players
like Winchester, [Ben] Gordon, [Ralph] Glenn and
[Robert Griffin], you're obviously going to be very
inexperienced and hard to predict"
The Dukes' greatest area of concern as far as
experience may lie in the backcourt, where Gordon
and Griffin combined for nearly 50 percent of the
team's total assists and 35 percent of its steals.
Looking to fill the holes will be junior Claude
Ferdinand and sophomore Kenny Brooks.
Ferdinand, a 6-fool-6 native of The Bronx, N.Y.,
did see significant playing time during his freshman
year with the Dukes and started 12 times last season
averaging 10.9 points and 2.1 rebounds per game,
before being suspended for academic difficulties.
However, Ferdinand's role was as a small forward
during his previous two years and now must face the
task of becoming an effective scorer and passer when
facing the basket. Ferdinand also will share lime with
senior Ken Halleck as the Dukes' backup point guard.
Despite his relative lack of experience at both guard
positions, Driesell is counting on Ferdinand to be a
key cog in JMU's attack.
"Claude has done an excellent job thus far,"
Driesell said. He's been our leading scorer [in the
preseason] and gone real hard in practice. He can take
the ball to the hole, he's a good outside shooter, and
plays good defense."
Joining Ferdinand in the backcourt will be the
6-foot-1 Brooks, who served as the Dukes' backup
point guard last season. Brooks appeared in each of
the Dukes' 28 games, averaging 1.9 points per game.

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Lefty Driesell will try to coach the Dukes from near obscurity to a NCAA title.

However, Brooks has made only one prior start at the
collegiate level and must develop quickly if JMU's
new, up-tempo style of offense is to be effective.
The Dukes' inside game also is rather unproven, yet
has the potential to be one of the team's great
strengths. Depth is the key as six players likely will
share time at the two forward slots and center
position.
Leading the group is 6-foot-5 forward Anthony
Cooley, who averaged a modest 2.1 points and 2.9
rebounds a contest for JMU last season. The North
Carolina transfer has been the team's biggest surprise
in preseason, and he paced the Dukes with 18 points
in their 80-79 exhibition win over the Spirit Express.
Cooley also will serve as the team's captain.
"He's really been a pleasant surprise," Driesell said.
"He works hard on defense, works hard on the boards,
and I'm real pleased with him. He's just a great
athlete who really gets after it."
The other forward spot will be a batUe between two
different styles of players in Alan Dorscy and
William Davis. Dorsey, a 6-fool-8 sophomore, is one
of the team's most proficient outside shooters as he
averaged 5.0 points a contest last season.
Davis, a 6-foot-5 freshman, is the only recruit
Driesell signed this year. He possesses a tremendous
speed and leaping ability to complement a soft touch
from the perimeter. Davis also will see time at the
second guard position as well as forward.
"Davis has a lot of ability and reminds me of some
of the better players I've coached offensively,"
Driesell said. "He can hang up in the air, shoot from
the outside, and is a great leaper. I think [Davis] is
going to be a very fine player for us."
Center remains a problem spot for the Dukes, yet
Driesell's teams usually seem to be the most

successful without the presence of a "true center."
Tackling the task this year will be a trio of
performers in Barry Brown, Troy Bostic and Alex
Clcvinger. Each also probably will see time at the
power forward slot as well.
Brown, a 6-foot-5 sophomore, is the most
experienced frontcourt player. As a freshmen he
started in 21 games, averaging 6.0 points and 4.0
rebounds. In addition, Brown was second on the team
in blocked shots with 29.
But despite Brown's seasoning, the 6-foot-6 Bostic
appears to be the man to beat at center. After being
sidelined last season with a serious knee injury, the
red-shirt freshman, has established himself as a force
to be reckoned with both offensively and defensively.
"I've been very, very happy with his work ethic,"
Driesell said. "He shoots the ball inside well with
both hands and he's going to have to play against a
lot of bigger centers this year, but I'll put my money
on Troy."
Clcvinger, at 6-foot-7, 225 pounds, is perhaps the
only JMU player who can matchup physically with
most opponents. As a freshmen, Clevinger played an
increasingly more important role down the stretch and
will be counted on by Driesell to provide the Dukes
with some much needed bulk under the boards.
Without a significant scoring threat, Driesell is
banking on an up-tempo offense, an aggressive
defense and a hard work ethic to pay big dividends for
the Dukes this year.
"Offensively, we're going to run, push the ball up
the court, and see if we can't get a numerical
advantage before the other team gets back down the
floor," Driesell said. "We scored 80 points [against
See MEDIA page 15>
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Cooley much more
than'trivial'for JMU

basketball facility at Chapel Hill.
But for now, Cooley's mind is on
editor
JMU and what he is going to do for the
Dukes. Last season he started five
Sports Trivia Question #1: What , games and had a career high of 12
JMU player, and possibly the only
points, 12 rebounds and four assists in
player in the country, can claim to have
AlU's 58-54 win over Richmond.
played for two of the four college 'Already during the preseason, he is the
basketball coaches to ever win over 500
team's second leading scorer and was
games?
appointed captain by Driesell, one of
Sports Trivia Question #2: Who was
his early season goals.
the first player ever to score in the
"Ever since I realized he was coming
University of North Carolina's
here, it was one of the goals I would
basketball facility, the "Dean Dome?"
work towards because it's an honor to
Answer: The captain of this year's
be the first captain under Coach
JMU men's basketball team, Anthony
Driesell," Cooley said. "It wasn't
Cooley.
something he more or less gave me, it
was something I worked for. It's a lot
Cooley, a 6-foot-5 senior forward,
of satisfaction in the fact that you work
enrolled at JMU for the 1987 spring
hard and you get rewarded, and I was
semester after playing for three
rewarded in that way. It's also that he's
semesters on UNC's junior varsity
bestowing some confidence in me and
team. While at UNC, Cooley
that makes mc feel good."
participated in practices against the
members of the varsity team that were
Driesell's confidence in Cooley has
conducted by coach Dean Smith, who
increased considerably since practice
claims more than 500 career victories.
started this year. Before actually seeing
Cooley
practice, Driesell said his
Only three other college coaches ever
statistics
from last year weren't exactly
have recorded over 500 career victories,
impressive.
an average of 20 wins per season, and a
.700 career winning percentage. JMU's
"Anthony's probably been the most
head coach Lefty Driesell is one of
surprising guy since we've been out
them, along with Kentucky's Adolph
there [practicing]," Driesell said. "I'd
Rupp and UCLA's John Wooden.
never seen any of these guys play, I
Driesell and Smith are the only active
purposely didn't look at any films of
coaches on the list.
last year's games because I wanted to
Getting the chance to play for two of
start out on a new leaf this year.
the most successful coaches ever may
"Looking at the stats from last year, I
be a dream come true for some college
didn't think he was a very good player,"
players, but Cooley didn't plan for
Driesell said. "He didn't do much last
things to turn out this way. He
year, but he has really been a pleasant
transferred to JMU before the names
surprise. In our preseason conditioning
Driesell and Madison were even
— running, sprinting — he's probably
remotely related, and when he stops to
the best-conditioned guy on the team.
think about the coaches, he puts aside
He works hard on defense, he works
their reputations, and looks at them as
hard on the boards, and I've been real
individuals.
pleased with him," Driesell said.
"I look at them as two teachers,"
Cooley said about Smith and Driesell.
Cooley will be looked to for scoring
"I'm sure there are some of my
this season, but his leadership also will
professors [at JMU] who have certain
be an integral part of the team.
distinctions, and I may have had another
"Before we began all this Coach said,
professor at Carolina the same way.
'Anthony, you can help this team by
You just don't think of things like that.
doing things other than scoring,'"
You accept them and then maybe one
Cooley said. "Of course that's a plus
day, reflecting back on it all, you may
that I'm scoring. I've found some parts
say, 'yeah I was under Coach Smith,
of my game that had been lost because I
and he had a lot of wins, and Coach
had been regulated to do either do this
Driesell, he had a lot too. And that is
or that. But under Coach Driesell, you
really something, but right now I really
can do it this way and you don't
don't think about it I just see them as
necessarily have to worry about
two very good coaches."
scoring. He never told me, 'Don't look
Another trivia fact Cooley says few
to score.' I have very few restraints. I'm
people realize is that he was the first
looking forward to helping the team in
person ever to score in the new Dean
any capacity that I can. Thai's what I
Smith student center, the 21,444 scat
want to do."

By Stephanie Swaim

Stall photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

Anthonv Cooley has become one the Dukes' most effective
scorers.
Like most JMU basketball fans,
Cooley found the rumors that Driesell
was considering the head coaching job
last year hard to believe. But now that
Driesell is here and settled into his
Convocation Center office, Cooley is
looking for this to be a new era in JMU
basketball.
"Right after the [CAA] tournament,1'
Cooley said, "I was asked by many
people, 'What do you think about
Coach Driesell coming?' Actually it
was just a thought and I thought, 'ltd
be nice, but it's not much of a reality,
I'm sure.' Then, as time went on, the
likelihood became more and more. It
never really hit me. I remember that
first day when we all went over to the
Convo and everything, and he was
being introduced and all, and I think
that's when it actually set in."
With the arrival of Driesell to JMU's
program, Cooley predicts the
enthusiasm in the contests will
resemble those he saw in the Atlantic
Coast Conference, where basketball is
just about everyone's favorite pastime.
"There were some pros and cons I
guess for certain people with Coach
Driesell coming here, but you weigh
the situation and it's just positive for
Madison," Cooley said.

"You really couldn't tell at the time
how much influence and what an
impact he would have on the program. I
was telling people after he finally did
accept to come, 'Now the program is
going to be like it was at Carolina and
the ACC schools.' Madison is going to
be on that level. It's going to be
something people around here have
never seen before.
"Uniil you've been in an environment
where basketball is just something
special and extracurricularly, it's one of
the better things to do, you just don't
have a good idea what it's like. It's
really gonna lake off. I know it will.
Thai's an environment you just can't
beat. It makes the team work all the
much harder. The home opener is just
going to be tremendous."
Talk of predictions lhal rank JMU
eighlh in ihc Colonial Athletic
Conference warrants a shrug of the
shoulders from Cooley. This year's
captain is a competitor.
"I want to win," he said. "I like to
win, I really do. Especially when you
devote a lot of time to something. It's
all about wins and losses. You can play
hard that's great, don't get me wrong,
but to me it boils down to winning,
especially on this level."
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Desire for total performance

Academics first for Ferdinand
By Dean Hybl
staff writer

In the competitive world of collegiate
sports it is often difficult for a person
to perform suitably as both a student
and an athlete. Because of the pressure
to succeed, it is often the student aspect
of student-athlete that is put on the
back burner.
One person who said "no" to this
concept was Jlvfcl guard Claude
Ferdinand. In January, Ferdinand was
enjoying a fine sophomore basketball
season for the Dukes. He was the
team's second leading scorer and
rebounder and had started in 12 of
JMU's first 14 contests. However,
Ferdinand felt he was not doing well
scholastically and decided that a change
had to be made.
Though he was still eligible to play
by both JMU and NCAA standards, he
asked then-coach John Thurston if he
could sit out the remainder of the
season to concentrate on his studies.
"The year started off pretty good for
me," Ferdinand recalled. "I was playing
well and everything was okay, but then
I think I got caught up in playing too
much and started slacking off on my
studies.
"When the second half of the season
came around, I knew something had to
be done so I talked to Coach [Thurston]
and we decided that I should take the
rest of the semester off and get back on
my studies so I could redeem myself for
next year. I knew that I would lose the
semester of eligibility, but I was
willing to give that up to get my grades
back up, because I didn't want them to
fall completely."
Ferdinand said that while being a
college student in general isn't easy, it's
much harder for the student-athlete who
has what almost amounts to an extra
full-time job.
"It's hard being a student-athlete,"
Ferdinand said. "Other students don't
know how hard it is for us. They just
see us and think we get so many
privileges. But they don't know how
hard we actually work to be where we're
at. It's hard, but you have to deal with
it."
Because Ferdinand's decision was his
own and there were no NCAA or JMU
rules prohibiting him from playing, he
said it was really difficult for him to sit
on the bench in street clothes and watch
his teammates go through a difficult
10-18 season.
"I wanted to play, and it was tough
because I was a part of it, but then I
wasn't a part of it," Ferdinand said.

"The season was going pretty
wishy-washy and then all the conflict
with [Thurston] leaving and everything
made it tough. But I still think 1 made
the right decision.
"I sat out the time to improve my
grades and they did come back up, so it
was the right thing for me to do
academically," Ferdinand said. "It just
makes this season all the more
important for me."
Ferdinand's role in the final days of
Thurston's tenure as JMU coach was
very much in the forefront and it is

stay and finish out the season,"
Ferdinand said. "But I was surprised at
how the media handled the situation,
because they were making it sound like
I was being penalized in some way.
They had people '(linking that I was
ineligible in a way when that was not
the case.
"When they brought me back it
wasn't completely unexpected, 'cause I
had a feeling it would happen. But we
needed to win 'cause that was our main
concern. At the time, [coming back]
wasn't something I agreed or disagreed

announced he was coming here because
he was such a famous coach," Ferdinand
said. "I didn't know what to expect.
"The biggest difference has been the
added media interest," Ferdinand said. "It
seems that many more people than
usual have wanted to talk to us and find
out what it's like here.
"The excitement level of the team on
campus is also much greater than
before," he said. "I never really saw
JMU as I had heard about it in the past
with the 'Electric Zoo,' and I think that
because of Coach Driesell the
excitement is back at even a higher
level."
Ferdinand said having a well-known
coach like Driesell also has brought a
higher level of excitement for the
players themselves.
"I feel like I'm in better shape than I
ever have been and my intellect level is
higher than ever because of the things
he knows about the game," Ferdinand
said. "We know he is the legendary
Coach Driesell and you push yourself a
little harder than before because I can
see we're in the 'big time' and that
means business."
While life in "big time" college
basketball is indeed difficult and takes a
great deal of commitment, Ferdinand
said the added intensity has not affected
him academically. He did, however, say
it has forced him to put his social life
low on the list
"The level that we're at now is
different, but the only thing that it cuts
down is our social life," Ferdinand said.
"Your social life is totally at the
bottom because you think of academics
first, basketball second and your social
life third.

"In a way I regret not being a regular
student and not being able to do some
of the things regular students do,"
Ferdinand said. "But I knew coming in
that I wasn't going to be a regular
student. You just have to sacrifice some
things or you won't make it as a
Staff photos by MARK MANOUKIAN
student-athlete because it's just too hard
to try and be a big social person and a
Claude Ferdinand will be one of the Dukes' big-play men.
college athlete."
with, it was just something I had to
something he still does not understand
Since it had been almost 11 months
completely. After missing two games, deal with. It seemed like as soon as I since he last played in a college
he was put back on the team by
was brought back, everything went basketball game, Ferdinand naturally
Thurston for a game against the Navy, down very quickly and I still don't felt an extra level of excitement prior to
a game that would be Ferdinand's last of understand all of those events."
and during the Dukes' first scrimmage
the season and Thurston's last as JMU
The eventual result was that former of the season against Spirit Express.
coach.
Maryland coach Lefty Driesell was hired
"I got out there and it felt like I hadn't
What primarily upsets Ferdinand in April to lake over the basketball done that in a long time," Ferdinand
about the situation was he felt the program. Ferdinand said because of said. "I was kind of nervous, but I
media portrayed him as being punished Driesell's presence, the media's feeling calmed down and everything went okay.
like he had actually done something regarding the program has greatly It was nice to be back on the court, and
changed.
wrong.
I'm looking forward to two really good
"I was shocked when they first and exciting seasons."
"I personally really wanted coach to
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Today's recruits, tomorrow's legends
By Matt Wasniewski
staff writer

There's a shelf in Lefty Driesell's
office full of files on his past players.
Among some of the names printed on
the spines are John Lucas, Buck
Williams, Len Bias and Adrian Branch.
And occasionally it seems Driesell
has more recruiting stories than wins as
a collegiate coach.
"Don Davidson was from Ohio [and
played for mc at Davidson]," said
Driesell at a recent press conference.
"Sec, 1 had a pretty good in on Don
Davidson. I told him that if he came to
Davidson I'd put his name on the front
of everybody's jersey. That's the way I
got him away from Ohio State. Now
we've got to find a guy out there named
James Madison."
Although neither newcomers Steve
Hood nor Fes Irvin would answer to the
name "Jimmy," they are exactly what
Driesell ordered to cure an ailing
program. Talking to the pair of
basketball phenomenons one gets the
impression that they are unselfish,
"good-will bandits/troublcshootcrs'
arrived to save the day — or at least

bring the JMU basketball program
some national prominence.
Hood, a 6-7 guard from New
Carrollton, Md., was a highly recruited
high school star out of scholastic
.national powerhouse DcMatha. He was
approached by Driesell during his junior
year, and eventually signed a letter of
intent to play at the University of
Maryland.
However, Hood never got the chance
to play under Driesell at College Park.
In the summer of 1986, Driesell
stepped down as head coach, due to the
furor touched off by the death of Bias.
Hood had "personal conflicts" with
the new head coach Bob Wade and
seriously considered leaving Maryland.
According to Hood, Driesell's
appointment to the head coaching
position at JMU was one of the factors
that brought him to JMU after he had
decided to leave Maryland.
"I thought it would be in my best
interest to leave the program to really
achieve my potential and my goals as a
basketball player," Hood said. "I said I'd
give it a look because I really like

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

Steve Hood [left] and Fes Irvin will have to wait for next year.

Coach Driesell and wanted to play for
him. That's why I decided to take a look
at JMU."
The Atlantic Coast Conference and
the Colonial Athletic Association are
next door neighbors, yet worlds apart.
About the only thing they have in
common are the letters "C" and "A."
Talented individual players and
established coaches of the ACC live in
the national limelight. Ultimately, the
level of competition is several notches
higher.
"I think the competition level in the
CAA is nowhere near the competition
level in the ACC," Hood said. "Thai's
proven in the NCAAs. You've always
got ACC teams in the final four or
final eight. It's one of the main
conferences in the country, along with
the Big East"
Hood, who never really got a chance
to play to his full potential for the
Tcrps, is suddenly a giant in the CAA.
When he and Irvin step onto the court
next season, without having played a
minute in the conference, they will be
the the players every team keys on.
They will be the men who will spark
the Dukes and set fire to the league.
Irvin made the journey to JMU from
deep down in South East Conference
territory. The 6-foot-1 Louisianan was
recruited out of East Ascension High
School by the Louisiana State Tigers.
During his senior year at Ascension he
was named Mr. Louisiana, the best
high school basketball player in the
state.
He asked for a transfer after his
sophomore year at LSU, and as soon as
it was approved, he was contacted by
Driesell. The change from the SEC has
been smooth for Irvin, with only a
touch of homesickness now and again.
"The big adjustment for me has been
being away from home for the first
time, for a long period of time," Irvin
said. "I'm handling that pretty well. But
as far as learning and playing
[Driesell's] system, I love it. I feel that
I fit in well with it. He likes to run a
lot and let the point guard control the
game. That's the kind of guard I am."
Now the two basketball sensations
must play the waiting game because of
an NCAA eligibility rule that will
sideline them for one year. When the
tandem hits the court for the 1988-89
season they will have two years to
conquer the CAA before using up their
eligibility. In the interim, neither is
standing idle.
"It's hard for us to sit down and watch
a game," Irvin said. "We just have to
motivate each other to go out every day
and work hard and try to lift the guys
and give them spirit when they need it.
It's going to pay off."

Hood plans to utilize his year to its
fullest extent, spending his time lifting
weights, concentrating on the
weaknesses in his game, and catching
up on his academics. According to
Hood, the long wait will be tempered
with the knowledge that next season the
schedule will include teams of national
renown.
"It's definitely worth waiting," Hood
said. "As I see it, the schedule this year
is not really that competitive in terms
of looking at the schools, in my
perspective, being that I've always
played against top notch, top-twenty
schools. Next year coach is going to
have just about every out-of-Ieague
game against teams in the top-twenty."
In accordance with NCAA rules.
Hood and Irvin will not travel with the
team, but will practice and participate
in intersquad scrimmages. It is in this
manner that Driesell expects the two to
contribute to this season's team.

"We just have to
motivate each other
to go out everyday
arid work hard..."
— Fes Irvin
"Right now, what they're doing is
giving us good competition in practice
to go against," Driesell said.
Hood and Irvin have set their sights
high for the future of the JMU program
and are inspiring their teammates to do
so also. Although they have
accomplished much and are recognized
as impact players, the duo has
something to prove to themselves and
others — that they can lead a team and
program into national prominence.
"Steve and I arc preparing to help this
team get to a national championship,"
Irvin said. "We just want to go out
there, do our job, and help JMU win.
This year, when the team goes on the
road, Steve and I arc going to be alone
to do our drills and the things that we
have to work on.
"Steve and I are going to try to get
the guys thinking, 'Hey, we can win a
national championship, not just the
CAA," Irvin said.
The one new face appearing on the
court for the Dukes during the season
will be that of 6-foot-5, 185-pound
forward/guard William Davis. Davis
was recruited out of Washington, D.C.,
by Driesell during the end of the
signing period last spring.
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Patriots primed to march over CAA
By Matt Wasniewski
staff writer

Last year, Richmond emerged from the shadows of
Navy and David Robinson as the Spiders became the
dominant force in the Colonial Athletic Association.
The Spiders eventually played the dual role of
cinderella/giantkillcr when they advanced to the
NCAA "Sweet-Sixtecn," dispatching the 1987
national champions in the Indiana Hoosicrs and the
Ramblin' Reck of Georgia Tech along the way.
The overall CAA picture should be getting clearer,
or so it would seem. Yet, with the departure of three
key players, Richmond has fallen out of the driver's
seat
The general consensus is the CAA's new star has
emerged at George Mason in the form of a 6-5,
speedy senior forward named Kenny Sanders. After
leading the conference in scoring with 22.6 points per
game and capturing the Colonial Player of the Year
Award, Sanders seems destined to surpass his past
accomplishments — perhaps to lead the Patriots to
the Colonial crown and an NCAA berth.
. Many eyes around the conference will be fixed on
East Carolina, where Pirates' sensation Gus Hill will
be working some on-court magic. The 1988 CAA
Rookie of the Year, Hill averaged 19.3 points and 5.5
rebounds per contest Hill's play may prompt some
ECU fans to ask "Who's Blue?" when Blue Edwards
returns to the Pirates after a year of ineligibility.
You don't need a fortune teller to see which
individual players can dominate conference play. But
what team will rise to the top of the fray remains to
be seen.
Everyone from Grandma Vitale to the actual
coaches and players have their own theories as to
which teams will contend. There arc a pack of teams
considered to have the inside track to the
championship, George Mason, American, Richmond,
UNC-Wilmington, and even Navy and East Carolina
have been mentioned as longshots.
The only consensus here is that no one can agree
on any one favorite. Fact is, one or two injuries
could tip the scales to balance in favor of any one of
these teams.

r

impressive 81.1 average per game while shooting
44.9 percent from the three-point stripe.
Helping Sanders underneath the boards will be 1988
CAA All-Rookie selection Robert Dykes (7.1, 5.2).
Senior point guard Earl Moore and junior swingman
Steve Smith will run George Mason's up-beat
offensive attack.
The Patriots' only Achilles heel will be their
perimeter play. The loss of Amp Davis (13.5) and
Brian Miller (12.5) undoubtedly will close some of
Sander's lanes to the hoop. In 1988, the Davis-Miller
tandem were ranked one and four respectively in
long-range bombing from outside the three-point
line. The Patriots' fate could well hinge on finding
someone to replace them. Prediction: First

RICHMOND (26-7,14-3)

AMERICAN (14-14,9-5)
American, under the leadership of 1988 CAA
Co-Coach of the Year Ed Tapscott, will be on the
Patriots' heels, wailing to capitalize on any mistake.
The Eagles arc by far the most experienced team in
the conference as they return eight players, including
starters Daryl Holmes, Mike Sumner and Brock
Wortman.
The Eagles tied the Patriots for second in last year's
regular season, surprising many in the CAA. Hoping
to improve on last season's .500 mark, American
will look to junior forward Holmes (10.4, 5.6) to be
the focal point of its offensive thrust, while Sumner
and Wortman will provide the finesse in the
backcourt
The Eagles' real hopes of becoming a conference
power rest on the foot of sophomore forward Ron
Draper. Draper played in the first 10 games last
season, averaging 19 points and 12 boards before
being sidelined with a stress fracture in his foot.
Dale Spears will be a key reserve player for
Tapscott Although he only started one game during
the 1987-88 campaign, he led the Eagles in scoring
with a 12.0 clip and figures to have a prominent role
in the offensive scheme against this year.
American will make the CAA battle interesting,
provided everything clicks and no parts on the
machine fail. Prediction: Secondly"

The Spiders' "Sweet 16" debut was sweet indeed,
but terribly short-lived.
The biggest obstacle for Richmond coming into
this season is last year's graduation. The Spiders lost
three of its top five performers in Peter Woodfolk,
Steve Kratzcr and Rodney Rice, who accounted for
more than half their entire offensive and rebounding
output.
However, an excellent recruiting class and Ken
Atkinson, the best returning ballhandlcr in the CAA,
will keep Dick Tarranl's Spiders close.
Atkinson, who led the CAA in assists last season,
will be taking more of the offensive workload upon
himself. The tandem of junior swingman Scott
Stapleton and senior power forward Mike Winiecki
will keep the Spiders strong inside the paint and
create numerous offensive opportunities.
Richmond's new class of freshman including a host
of talented backcourt players in guard Gravcllc Craig,
Curtis Blair and Jason Blair. Unfortunately,
Richmond lacks the experience and offensive power
to contend for the Colonial crown this season.
Prediction: Fourth.

UNC-WILIMINGTON (15-14,9-7)

GEORGE MASON (20-10 overall, 9-5 in the
CAA)
On paper, the edge has to go to George Mason.
Sanders, of course is the main reason. The versatile
power forward was fourth in the nation last season in
rebounding with an 11.7 average and he will be the
Patriots' inside game.
New head coach Ernie Nestor is the third coach at
George Mason in three years. Nestor spent the last
three seasons as assistant coach under Lou
Campanelli at California-Berkley. JMU fans may
remember Nestor from the Campanelli years at JMU,
when he served as assistant from 1977-79.
Nestor takes over a strong program that finished
second in the CAA last season, posting a 20-win
season. The Patriots also led the conference with an

some time at center last season.
Second-year head coach Mike Slcclc is looking to a
pair of freshmen in 6-9 Brooks Bryant and 6-6
Jerome Obey to stabilize the Pirates' inside attack.
The Pirates also will rely on depth in the
backcourt, namely junior Reed Lose (14.9) and point
guard Jimmy Hinton to spark the offense.
If Edwards can stay out of off-court trouble long
enough to give his opponents some problems on the
court. East Carolina will be in the hunt, right down
to the wire. Prediction: Third.

EAST CAROLINA (8-20,3-12)
Call this team the darkhorse candidate of the CAA,
but East Carolina will give everyone a run for its
money.
*
The Pirates have all of last year's starting team
intact, in addition to Edwards, who sat out last season
for disciplinary reasons. Edwards, a 6-4 forward,
possesses a solid inside game and will be aided by
him will be the Hill, the highly versatile Rookie of
the Year who played power forward and even saw

UNC-Wilmington's fortunes will depend in large
measure on its potent inside game, which includes
perhaps the CAA's best center in Larry Houzer
(16.1, 7.3). Teaming with Houzer in the paint will
be All-Academic selection Greg Bender (11.3, 5.2)
and a group of seasoned returning Iclterman.
However, the future is far from being bright
The Scahawks had an impressive 10-3 record at
home in Trask Coliseum last year, but games on the
road were a different story, where UNCW finished a
disappointing 5-11.
Also, Scahawks' third-year coach Robert
McPhcrson still has yet to find the right players to
fill in at point guard and power forward. Although the
Scahawks expect redshirt junior Adam Porter to run
the point he is unproven in conference play and will
See CAA page 15>
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No.
14
21
22
23
24
30
33
35
43
45

1988-89 MEN'S ROSTER
Name
Ht.
Pos.
Class
Kenny Brooks
G
So.
61"
Doug Lowrey
F
65"
So.
Ken Halleck
G
Sr.
6'1"
Claude Ferdinand
F
Jr.
6'5"
William Davis
F
Fr.
65"
Alan Dorsey
F
So.
6'8"
Alex Clevinger
C
67"
So.
Barry Brown
F
So.
6'5"
Troy Bostic
F
Fr.
66"
Anthony Cooley
F
Sr.
65"

Hometown
Waynesboro, Va.
Gaithersburg. Md.
Clark. N.J.
Bronx, N.Y.
Washington, D.C.
Williamsburg, Va.
Hurley, Va.
Baltimore, Md.
Brockton, Ma.
Raleigh, N.C.

1988-89 MEN'S SCHEDULE
Opponent/Tournament
Westmont in Honolulu
BYU in Honolulu
V.M.I.
Kant State
Virginia Tech
Md-BaWmore County
Mount St. Mary's
Radford
Virginia Commonwealth
Times-Dispatch Invitational Tournament
Times-Dispatch Invitational Tournament
Old Dominion

Navy
American
East Carolina
UNC Wilmington
Central Connecticut
William & Mary
Richmond
George Mason
Navy
American
Shippensburg
East Carolina
UNC Wilmington
William & Mary
Richmond
George Mason
Liberty
CAA Tournament
CAA Tournament
CAA Tournament

-AiisjdAiun uosipeifl sdiuep

Site

Away
Away

Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away

mr
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James Madison University-]

1988-89 WOMEN'S SCHEDULE
Date

Opponent/Tournament

Nov. 26
Dec. 2
Dec. 3
Deo. 7
Dec. 10
Dec.19
Dec. 29
Dec. 30
Jan. 5
Jan. 8
Jan. 11
Jan. 14
Jan. 16
Jan. 21
Jan. 25
Jan. 28
Feb. 1
Feb. 4
Feb. 6
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 17
Feb. 22
Feb. 25
Mar. 1

Boston College
Duke Dial Classic
Duke Dial Classic
George Washington
Virginia Tech
Radlord
Notre Dame
St. Joseph's (Pa.)
Virginia Commonwealth
M on mouth
American
East Carolina
North Carolina Wilmington
William s Mary
Richmond
George Mason
Old Dominion
American
Penn State
East Carolina
North Carolina Wilmington
Temple
Richmond
George Mason
Mount St. Mary's
William & Mary
Colonial Championships
Colonial Championships
Colonial Championships

Mar. 4
Mar. 9
Mar. 10
Mar. 11

a

Site

V

r/Mff
No.
10
11
12
13
21
22
23
24
25
31
32
44

1988-89 WOMEN'S ROSTER

Name
Diane Budd
Donna Budd
Missy Dudley
Emily McCracken
Nickie Hardison
Carolin Dehn-Duhr
Kerri Gilmore
Vicki Harris
Elizabeth Lokie
Elnora Jones
Paula Schuler
Chrystal Navarro

Pos.
G
G
F/G
G
G
C
G
F
F
F
G
C

Class
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.

Ht.
5'8"
5'8"
5'10"
5'6"
57"
65"
56"
6'
510"
61
510"
6'1"

Hometown
Wheaton, Md.
Wheaton, Md.
Charlottesville, Va.
Carmel. Ind.
Bridgeport, Conn.
Accokeek, Md.
Reston, Va.
Waynesboro, Va.
Portsmouth. Va.
Union, S.C.
Fairfax Station. Va
Lakewood, N.J.
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JMU Basketball Preview

JMU seeks to overcome losses
By Dave Washburn
editor

As Ihe beginning of the JMU
women's basketball season approaches,
it appears that head coach Shclia
Moorman may be better suited for a
game show than the sidelines —
specifically the TV show Jeopardy,
where success depends on having the
right questions instead of the right
answers.
After posting their fourth consecutive
20-win season and making their third
straight appearance in the NCAA's
"Sweet 16," the Dukes now must find a
way to replace three of the main
characters in last season's success story.
Gone are arguably the two finest post
players in JMU history in All-America
players Sydney Bcaslcy and Alisa
Harris, and the Dukes' top reserve in
center/forward Sandy Broughlon.
Beasley, a two-time Colonial Athletic
Association Player of the Year and
one-time Virginia Player of the Year
performer, set the JMU record last year
for most points scored in a season
(551). The Oxon Hill, Md. native also
paced the Dukes with a 17.8
poinis-per-game average in the 1987-88
campaign and was one of 52 players
invited to paticipate in the women's
Olympic basketball trials in April.
But while Beasley got the limelight,
Harris got the respect, from both her
teammates and opposing players. Harris
finished her career as the Dukes'
all-time leading scorer, amassing 1,473
points in four seasons. She also was
JMU's second leading scorer last year
with a 16.0 points-pcr-game clip and in
rebounding
with
a
6.0
rcbounds-pcr-game mark. But even
more important than die loss of Han-is'
offensive production and defensive
intensity, is the loss of Harris as the
Dukes' leader, both on and off the court.
All totalled, the departure of Bcaslcy,
Harris, and Broughlon, who added 4.5
points-pcr-game
and
3.9
rcbounds-pcr-game, leaves Moorman
trying to replace more than 50 percent
of the Dukes' total scoring and 45
percent of their rebounds.
So how docs the two-lime CAA
coach of the year plan to overcome the
loss? Simple — she doesn't. '
"I don't think you can replace those
numbers," Moorman said. "And, I don't
think wc can go into [the season] with
the idea that one person has to replace
[Beasley, Harris and BroughtonJ. I think
you go into the year with the idea that
you're going to gear to your personnel
and that everybody has to pull a little
different load than they were a year
ago."

Among those who will have to
shoulder the bulk of that burden if the
Dukes are to return to die NCAA's and
keep their 30-game winning steak over
CAA foes alive arc a trio of returning
starters in Donna Budd, Missy Dudley
and Paula Schuler.

most rebuilding. Yet the foundation is
there, anchored by 6-foot-5 center
Carolin Dchn-Duhr. The Maryland
transfer has been described by Moorman
as one of the most gifted post people
she has seen, possessing an array of
inside moves to complement a feathery

7 think you go into the year with the
idea that you're going to gear to your
personnel.."
— Shelia Moorman
Budd, a 5-foot-8 senior from touch from the perimeter. However,
Wheaton, Md., took over for former Dehn-Duhr's playing time likely will
JMU standout Flo Jackson at point be limited this season by a knee injury
guard last season — and the Dukes that already has required arthroscopic
hardly noticed the change. Gaining both surgery this year.
All-CAA tournament and All-State
A host of players will vie for time at
honors, Budd contributed 8.2 points per the other low post spot, including
game and 3.2 rebounds per game, while sophomores Vicki Harris and Liz Lokic
leading ihe team in assists (171), steals and freshmen Elnora Jones and Chrystal
(78) and minutes played (30.5 avg.).
Navarro. Harris appears to have the
The two places, or more specifically inside track after averaging 2.8 points
people, Moorman will be looking to and 2.0 rebounds per game last season
pick up the offensive slack will be in limited action. To take some of the
Dudley and Schuler.
pressure off her inside performers,
"One area that we're definitely Moorman has developed a new
looking in terms of more scoring is
Missy Dudley and also Paula Schuler,"
Moorman said. "[They are] two very,
very good shooters that I think a year
ago we were satisfied with them being
complementary players in terms of
scoring. This year, they may have to
share a major portion of our scoring."
Dudley is a 5-foot-10 senior forward
who made the switch from guard a year
ago. The result was an 11.9 scoring
clip, a 5.2 rebound average and a second
team All-CAA selection.
Schuler took over for Diane Budd
early last season as the Dukes' starling
swing guard and went on to have an
impressive freshman campaign. The
Fairfax Stalion native finished the
season with a 7.1 scoring mark and 3.5
assists, while being named lo the CAA
All-Rookie team. Along with Dudley,
Schuler also is one of the team's finest
free throw shooters at 75.0 percent
JMU's bench also is laden with a
number of talented guards. Diane Budd
is perhaps the most talented and
experienced of those. The twin sister of
Donna, Diane played a key role as the
Dukes' top perimeter performer during
the 1987-88 campaign despite posting
only modest statistics. Also providing
depth at the guard and small forward
positions arc sophomores Kcrri
Gilmore and Nickie Hardison and
JMU's most touted freshman, Emily
McCracken.
The fronlcourt is unquestionably the
area in which the Dukes must do ihe

offensive scheme that she hopes will
lake better advantage of her inside
talent.
"What we're trying to do with our
system this year is to go to a single
post [player]," Moorman said. "So,
most of what wc do offensively will be
one [player] inside and four outs.de
rather than two in, three out, which is
what we've run the entire time I've been
here."
The Dukes' schedule promises once
again to test JMU early and often, with
non-conference opponents such as
Boston College, Temple, George
Washington, St. Joseph's, Notre Dame,
Pcnn Slate and Old Dominion. Despite
Ihe rugged schedule, Moorman is
confident the competition will prove
beneficial in the long run.
"In terms of scheduling, I feel like
our schedule is on the level with the
last two years," Moorman said. "Wc
tried to go outside of the conference and
play good teams within the Big East
and Atlantic 10, and some of the road
situations wc are in arc going to
provide us with good home games in
the future."

Staff photo by

MARK MANOUKIAN

Paula Schuler is one the the team's best perimeter players.
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Budd blossoms as Dukes' captain
By Stephanie Swaim
editor

She's come a long way, from playing a supporting
role to directing her own production.
But Donna Budd, this year's captain of JMU's
women's basketball team, doesn't have stage fright.
The senior, who was recruited as a backup to former
JMU standout Flo Jackson, came into her own last
season when she assumed the starting guard position
afjcr playing second guard since midway through her
freshman year. After pacing the team on the court last
year in assists, steals and minutes played, Budd also
will be looked to for leadership off the stage this
season.
"Last year, I was in that situation [being a team
leader]," Budd said. "I wasn't captain, but I was also a
leader on the team because I was point guard. The
point guard makes sure everybody's clicking on
offense and defense — like a motivator."
Budd has started 78 consecutive games for the
Dukes and never has missed a game in her JMU
career. Her steals total of 78 is a school single-season
record and Budd ranks among JMU's career top 10 in
eight categories, including assists (second) and steals
(second).
JMU's head coach Shelia Moorman has seen Budd
develop over the last three years and has gained
enough confidence in Budd's leadership abilities to
name her team captain this season.
"The big difference for Donna is that now she is
team captain," Moorman said. "A year ago as our

floor general, I thought she showed a tremendous
potential for leadership. Now that she's not only our
floor general but she's also our team captain, I think
she's just blossomed and that she's going to turn out
to be one of the best leaders we've ever had in the
program."
The 5-foot-8 senior from Wheaton, Md., will have
an especially tough job as the Dukes try to replace
three of their standouts from last year. Sydney
Bcaslcy, Alisa Harris and Sandy Broughton arc gone,
along with a large portion of the team's scoring. Budd

"Everybody's just got to
step up and show their
own... .We've just got to
play with what we've got."
— Donna Budd
won't have to take up the slack by herself, but will
be looked upon to generate more scoring from her
teammates, according to Moorman.
"There's no doubt in my mind that wc graduated a
major portion of our scoring from a year ago and
that's got to be picked up in other fashions,"
Moorman said. "I don't necessarily think Donna Budd
is the answer to that. Donna has to lead. Donna has
to play great defense, Donna has to organize us, get
the ball to the right people at the right time. If she
can score eight or 10 points in addition to that in a
game, then lhat'd be great."
Budd admits the team may have to work a little
harder this season to replace the big guns, but thinks
they are more than capable of doing it.
"Everybody's just got to step up and show their
own," Budd said. "The people that arc playing now
are playing real well. They're working hard. We've
just got to play with what we've got. Wc can't make
people into another Sid and Ali. They have to just do

"I just want to do what I
have to do to help this
team win, whether it be
scoring, rebounding,
passing or playing
defense."
•
— Missy Dudley

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Missy Dudley will take on an added
scoring burden for JMU this year.

what they can do best."
If Budd plans to star in her finale, she will need
support from another leading character for the Dukes,
Missy Dudley. Dudley, a 5-foot-10 senior forward,
currently ranks 10th on JMU's career top 10 list in
scoring. She scored in double figures in 22 of the 31
games she started last year, and ranks among JMU's
top 10 in seven categories. Dudley was looked to as a
complementary scorer last year, but will need to
contribute a major portion of this year's scoring if the

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
Donna Budd will lead the JMU attack.

Dukes are to defend their Colonial Athletic
Association title.
"Missy's a senior, and in our program all seniors
share that leadership responsibility,'' Moorman said.
"Whether they start, come off the bench, or don't play
a minute, just by virtue of the fact that they've been
through our program for three seasons, they'll be the
most confident. They should know the systems, they
should know the drills, and they should know what
the coaches expect. As a senior. Missy shares in that
senior leadership ability."
Dudley is a little more hesitant about her role as a
team leader this year, but is looking forward to the
challenge.
"Personally I've never been in this situation where I
have to take a lot of the scoring load," Dudley said.
"But I'm a senior like Donna and I'm ready to do
that."
With two of the team's leading scorers graduated,
Dudley will be looked upon to lead the team in
scoring.
"I'm looking forward to it — I like to shoot,"
Dudley said. "My goals arc to lead in the categories
that I'm expected to lead in. Coach Moonnan told me
that I should be up there in scoring and rebounding. I
just want to do what I have to do to help this team
win, whether it be scoring, rebounding, passing or
playing defense."
If Budd and Dudley gel their way, their leadership
on and off the court will lead the team back to the
NCAAs — an automatic bid if the team wins the
CAA tournament for the fourth straight year. Seniors
Dudley, Budd and Diane Budd, Donna's twin sister,
would be the first players at JMU to win the CAA
and to make four consecutive trips to the NCAA
tournament.
"Thai's an honor that a lot of people don't get the
opportunity to experience," Dudley said.
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Looking to slam way into history

Dehn-Duhr to star in 'big' role

By John R. Craig
staff writer

The road lo success is not an easy
one. Those that have travelled it can tell
you.
The road that 6-foot-5 senior Carolin
Dehn-Duhr followed to Harrisonburg
had many twists, turns and low bridges.
It even crossed a large body of water
called the Atlantic Ocean.
No one in Dchn-Duhr's immediate
family ever has seen her play
basketball. Born in Hamburg,
Germany, Dehn-Duhr lived there until
she was six. Her parents, who still live
in Germany, divorced, and Dehn-Duhr
came to the United States to live with
her aunt, Evelyn Duhr.
Dehn-Duhr has other relatives in the
United States, but regards Evelyn as her
mother because she raised her.
While the road she has followed thus
far might be cumbersome enough for
most in a lifetime, it was only the
entrance for the 22-ycar-old Dehn-Duhr.
She now must follow the toughest
road of all, the road to recovery from a
knee injury that has threatened to end
her basketball career.
"[Doctors] have found that she has a
problem that relates to the way her
kneecap tracks," said JMU women's
head coach Shelia Moorman. "It can
only be corrected by major surgery
which we are not going to do.
Therefore, for the entire season we will
have to deal with the effects of that
injury."
The injury, first discovered when the
Dukes began their training program at
the end of the summer, is the most
serious one Dehn-Duhr has ever had.
"We figured out what was wrong and
gave it some time off," Dehn-Duhr
said. "Then I just went right ahead with
a very simple brace and it was fine. I
was even running sprints without it
I flaring up]."
But when practice began Oct. 15, the
knee problem recurred.
"Initially, I just thought it was
something little," she said. "But when I
tried to come back and it happened
again, I started to think, 'Wow, my last
year and here's a knee injury.' But 1
found myself coming back."
On Oct. 25, Dehn-Duhr underwent
arthroscopic knee surgery and then
began a rehabilitation program that she
has been involved with ever since. She
practiced just three days before being
forced to sit out. She returned to the
court Nov. 9 to begin her comeback.
"Carolin is a great athlete," Moorman
said. "She's not only 6-foot-5, but she
has tremendous mobility, can run the
floor, [has] a great jump, and we were

Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN

Center Carolin Dehn-Duhr possesses a soft outside touch.
in hopes that she was going to be a
tremendous factor in our program this
year.
"I feel badly for us, obviously,
because we need her contribution," she
said. "But I feel badly for Carolin and I
know that we all still have high hopes
that in whatever limited basis, when it
comes around to the most important
pan of our season . . . she'll be there
for us."
Dehn-Duhr, an anthropology major,
was there for her coach in the spring of
1987 when Moorman sent the
University of Maryland transfer a letter
asking her if she would like to come to
JMU. After all, another Maryland
transfer, Sydney Bcaslcy, whom
Dehn-Duhr knew well, had moved to
JMU for a very successful stay.
"In the spring, when I found out that
she hadn't gone anywhere, was at home
working, I contacted her," Moorman
said. "[I] told her that if she had an
interest of continuing her education and
her basketball career, and if we could
satisfy her academic needs, that I'd be
interested in discussing it."
"So at that point she came to campus
and looked into all the prospects and

she decided to come," Moorman said.
Dehn-Duhr is hesistant in talking
about why she left Maryland, where she
was named second-team all-Atlantic
Coast Conference in her sophomore
year.
A two-time Parade magazine
all-American from Paramus Catholic
High School in New Jersey, Dehn-Duhr
decided to go to College Park. Bcaslcy,
then a Maryland sophomore, befriended
Dehn-Duhr and helped her make a
smooth transition from high school to
college.
She went into practice and became a
starter at the post position as a
freshman in 1984-85. That year, she
averaged 8.9 points and four rebounds
per game.
In the 1985-86 season, Dehn-Duhr
started in 25 of the Terrapins' 30
games, averaged 13.7 points and 5.7
rebounds a game, and played 786 total
minutes, 30 more than the year before.
But the next season, the road split.
"From freshman year on I was a
starter, a key part of the team, and all of
a sudden, I just wasn't anybody for no
reason," Dehn-Duhr said. "I'd ask why

and their reasoning [for it] and I just
stuck it out, but it wasn't the role I
wanted, a bench player. Not after two
years of staning."
Dehn-Duhr played 16 minutes in two
games and as the fall term finished, so
did her days at Maryland.
"We had no seniors, so I was expected
to be a leader. . . and then the season
started and the captains were the other
junior and a freshman," Dehn-Duhr
said. "Immediately that told me what
my role was."
Snc returned home to work on her
farm in Accokcek, Md. After the
holidays, Dehn-Duhr sent out letters to
schools letting them know of her
status. No one appeared interested so
she figured that was the end of her
basketball career.
Toward the end of March, however,
she received the letter from Moorman
and decided to attend JMU.
Practicing last year with the team,
she gave Bcaslcy and Alisa Harris ills
that in turn made them better players,
Moorman said. But so far this year,
practices for Dehn-Duhr have been few
and far between.
"I don't think we'll see the player that
we had hoped we would sec," Moorman
said. "But Carolin is so gifted that even
if we can get 75 percent of her
potential, she'll have a great
contribution to our program."
"We've tried to gear our systems to
our talent this year, which is very
different from a year ago," Moorman
said, "and it's been difficult because
she's so different than anybody else we
have on our team."
However, Dehn-Duhr, wants to be
able to compete at 100 percent.
"If I had only the possibility of just
going 75 percent, I wouldn't like it too
much because I want this lo be a great
year," she said. "I've got a lot to prove
... to myself and to the coaches out
there.
"I want to give the team and the
coaches the best that I've got, whatever
that will be," she said. "Hopefully that
will contribute towards all our team
goals and maybe even surpass ihcm."
According lo Moorman, Dehn-Duhr
has the best vertical leap on the team
and a great shooting touch.
And dunking? Dehn-Duhr, who is the
tallest women's player ever to don a
JMU uniform, likes to talk about that
and what she plans to do.
"Yup," she said with a smugness
when asked if she can dunk. "It will be
the first two-handed [dunk]. George-Ann
Wells was the first woman to dunk [in
a collegiate game], but she did it with
one hand. I'll be two-handed, much
more dramatic."
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Recruits drawn from a}\ areas

Freshmen ready to fill the void
By Eric Vazzana
staff writer

The key to building a powerful
basketball program in a country laden
with exceptional talent is based
primarily on the ability to find and
cultivate that talent. JMU's women's
basketball head coach Shelia Moorman
has demonstrated the ability to land and
develop some of the nation's lop
prospects. This year's freshman class is
no exception.
Moorman has gone outside Virginia
to build a program that has been
nationally ranked for 39 straight weeks.
This year's cast of newcomers hail from
places such as Union, S.C., Lakcwood,
NJ., and Carmcl, Ind. In addition to the
freshman class, former Maryland
Terrapin star and second team
All-Atlantic Coast Conference
performer Carolin Dchn-Duhr becomes
eligible this year after sitting out last
season.
Moorman said she is pleased with her
latest additions and looks forward to
reaping the benefits they will bring to
the program. Moorman especially is
excited about 5-foot-6 guard Emily
McCracken.
"I think Emily McCracken is by far
the best prepared [freshman], and there's
no doubt in my mind that Emily will
play a great deal,1' Moorman said.
The Carmcl High product was named
third-team all-state last year by Hoosier
Basketball Magazine. She also was a
two-time member of the All-Olympic
Conference and All-Hamilton County
teams and was named Miss Basketball
of Hamilton County as a senior.
Moorman had to compete with
Indiana, Notre Dame and Richmond to
acquire McCrackcn's skills. Schools
were not only impressed by her awards
and 14.0 scoring average, but her
ability to be a team leader and floor
general.
"She is a great athlete and a great
competitor," Moorman said. "She has
great speed and quickness and is just
going to be a great player in our
program."
Moorman envisions her prize catch
seeing time at both guard positions.
"Down the road and in terms of the
future of our program, I definitely think
the point guard position will be her
spot," Moorman said. "This year, I
think she could sec some lime in the
back court with Donna Budd, but
Donna will run the team on the court."
The transition from high school to
big time college basketball is
tremendous in terms of what players are

expected to learn and the intensity level
at which they arc expected to perform,
Moorman said.
McCracken believes she has made a
smooth switch and is confident she'll be
ready to perform when called upon.
"I think I have a really unique
attitude," McCracken said. "Coach was

Elnora Jones and Chryslal Navarro.
"Chrystal and Elnora both have good
qualities," Moorman said. "Both have
potential to contribute to our program."
But Moorman added that "they have a
long way to go. They're typical
freshman."
Navarro comes to JMU from New

four straight championship drives.
The Big East had several
representatives with Navarro on their
list as Boston College, St. Johns,
Connecticut and Syracuse all aimed for
the Jersey Shore native.

But it was a great women's basketball
reputation, a lop 20 ranking and a
beautiful campus that lured the 6-foot-1
center to ihc Shcnandoah Valley.
Navarro hasn't had an easy lime
making the transition to the great
competition and increased intensity of
college basketball, but nonetheless is
determined to succeed.
"Being a freshman, it's hard to break
Jersey, where she captured the eyes of
in, but I told myself that I'm just going
college coaches at Lakcwood High
School. Her 22.1 points-per-game to put forth the effort and to try my
scoring average and 13 rebounds a game best," Nayawo said. "I want to be
made teams in need of a center come patient and not get upset with myself
and not get frustrated. I often get down
calling.
Navarro is the recipient of the Kerwin on myself when I can't do something. I
Award which is given to the best girls' have to remember I'm a freshman."
But the freshman remains poised and
basketball player on the New Jersey
prepared
to do whatever she can to help
Shore. She has been named to the
the
team.
all-state, all-shore and all-county teams
twice. She also engineered Lakcwood's
"I believe the people on the bench are
just as important as the people on the
court in the game," Navarro said. "I feel
like if I'm not sulking about being on
the bench, when I actually get my
chance to play, it will be a whole lot
better."
Another recruit also is getting
firsthand experience in the post
position. South Carolina native Elnora
Jones has been seeing a lot of time
down low.
As a senior in high school, Jones led
her team in scoring with a 17.0-points
pcr-gamc clip and was instrumental in
leading Union High to the South
Carolina AAAA regional and state
championships. The all-state and
all-regional performer was wooed by
in-state rival Virginia Tech and
Clemson before deciding to attend
JMU.
Like Navarro, the transition to the
collegiate level, as well as having to
learn a new position, has not always
been easy for Jones.
"I'm not used to playing the post
position," Jones said. "I don't have any
experience playing the post from high
school and that's what I'll be expected
to play this year so I'm really learning."
Jones also has accepted the fact that
she no longer will be the central figure
of the team and sec unlimited playing
time.
"I can handle this year being a
freshman, just being a role player if
that's what I'm going to do," Jones
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
said. "I just really want to learn my
position well and play with ihc team."
see significant playing lime.

"Coming off the bench I'm not going to
go out there to try and make something
happen so I get a starting position."
—Emily McCracken
telling us that we should want everyone
to win. Coming off the bench I'm not
going to go out there to try and make
something happen so I get a starling
position."
"I just want to come off and be
consistent, know what I'm supposed to
do, know what ihc coach needs out of
me, and whatever happens, happens,"
she said. "I just hope my hard work
pays off."
Moorman also likes the potential of

Freshman Emily McCracken will

>-—
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JMU Basketball Preview

Ripe for picking
George Mason may have talent to 'steal' JMU's CAA crown
By John R. Craig
staff writer

Defending a conference title is tough enough.
Defending it for the third year in a row is unheard of.
That is indeed what JMU will be doing when it
takes the court this season against Colonial Athletic
Association opponents. Unlike last year, the 1988-89
CAA season should be more evenly matched and
competitive.
JMU has won its past 30 conference games in a
row and really has not been even close to losing to a
CAA foe in more than two years. But graduation
losses hit JMU hard at the end of last season and have
forced the Dukes into a much more wide open and
perimeter-oriented attack.
The Dukes also will have to face a pair of much
improved ballclubs in George Mason and
UNC-Wilmington, which could make the road to the
NCAAs a difficult one for the Dukes.

arc in the backcourt once again for the Scahawks. At
the center position will be Krystlc Taylor (11.1, 7.9),
a sophomore standing 6-foot-2.
The Scahawks finished 18-11 when JMU beat them
in the semifinals of the CAA conference, 86-62. The
Dukes also took care of UNC-Wilmington 90-63 and
87-67 in 1987-88, but head coach Marilyn Cristoph,
who has a record of 148-96 in nine years with the
Scahawks, hopes to at the least split this season's
series.
If the Seahawks can find someone to complement
Page's inside game, UNCW could make some waves
before all is said and done. Prediction: Third.

overall,

This year George Mason truly will challenge the
Dukes for the CAA~title.
In the conference finals with JMU, the Patriots lost
in a relatively close 87-72 decision. It was the nearest
George Mason came to the Dukes all season, falling
73-55 at home and 75-54 at the Convocation Center.
The Patriots finished last season with a record of
21-9 under head coach Jim Lewis, now in his fifth
season with George Mason.
All five starters return, including guards Cindy
Baruch, who averaged 17.1 points points per game,
3.1 rebounds per game, and Antoinette Battle added
7.4 points and 3.7 rebounds a contest.
Leading the George Mason inside attack will be a
pair of 6-foot-l players in junior forward Veronica
Holland (9.3, 4.9) and sophomore guard/forward
Jcrolyn Weathersby (7.0, 4.7). Senior forward
Jeannine Jcmincz also returns. Prediction: Second.

(18-11,

6-8)

Three of last year's five starters return for the
Seahawks, who also have back the majority of their
bench.
Charlcnc Page, who averaged 11.9 points and 5.7
rebounds per game, and Cindy Makowski (10.1, 2.1)

(21-8,

9-5)

Last year, the Spiders had one of their most talented
squads ever, but still finished second in the CAA.
This season looks to be another good one for
Richmond as it returns nine lcttcrwinners, including
three starters led by Pam Bryant.
Bryant, a 5-foot-6 junior guard, averaged 13.1
points and 4.0 rebounds per contest and will run the
Spiders' offense. Forwards Ginny Norton (5.6 ppg,
4.0 rpg) and Beth Spcnce (6.0 ppg, 5.2 rpg) also
return for Richmond.
However, the center spot remains a big question
mark for the Spiders, who saw its top scorer and
rcboundcr in Laurie Governor graduate in May.
Governor, a 6-fool-2 monster in the middle, averaged
double figures in rebounds and assists and will be
missed greatly in the Richmond attack.
Stephanie Gaitley, the Spiders' head coach for the
past three years, hopes her team can remain in the
elite after last season's performance. The experience is
there, and now the only question arc the players'
performances in battling for one of the top spots.
Prediction: Fourth.

William
2-11)

Carolina

(8-20,

2-11)

Finishing a disappointing 8-20 last season, the
East Carolina University Pirates hope to regroup and
surge to the top of the CAA.
Of the eight returning Icticrmcn, four were starters
for the Pirates last season, including 6-foot-2 junior
center Grctta Savage, who is coming off a season in
which she averaged 10.7 points and 5.6 rebounds per
game.
Chris O'Connor (7.3, 2.5) also will be counted on
to provide more of a scoring threat for East Carolina
from her forward spot while Pam Williams (5.6) and
Irish Hamilton (4.1) will control the Pirates' pace
both offensively and defensively from their guard
slots.

and

Mary

(8-19,

Four starters also return for William and Mary but
the Tribe just isn't cohesive and will have to struggle
in the CAA.
The Tribe's top scorer is Angic Evans, a 5-foot-10
sophomore guard who averaged just under 12 points
and four rebounds per game. Evans made her living
off the ihrcc-point shot as she gained CAA Rookie of
the Year honors. The other guards will be a pair of
pesky players Robin Marino (6.9) and Ann Dugan
(4.5). Both performers are limited offensively but arc
solid ballhandlcrs and can cause fits for opposing
guards on defense.
Pat Mcgel, William and Mary's head coach, has
gone 12-42 in two years with his team and will be
fighting not only to stay in the hunt but possibly for
his job as well. Prediction: Sixth.

American

East

UNC-Wilmington

leads the scries with JMU, 13-8.
,
The Pirates arc expected to do much better than
their cellar-finish and should move up a few notches.
The talent is there, but only time will tell.
Prediction: Fifth.

'. -L. -"

Richmond

George Mason (21-9
8-6 in the CAA)

JMU's margin of victory over East Carolina was an
average of 31 points, but the Pirates' experience
should make this year's squad much more
competitive.
Head coach Pat Picrson begins her second season in
Greenville, N.C. Picrson has a career record of
174-119 in 10 years as a head coach. East Carolina

(13-15,

6-7)

The American University Eagles begin 1988-89
with a new outlook. Darci Wilson, a 1983 graduate
of North Carolina-Wilmington, grabs hold of the
head coaching reigns to lead her Eagles in the CAA.
American went 13-15 last season, fourth in the
conference, losing to JMU, 87-64 at Bender Arena
and 75-45 in Harrisonburg. The Eagles return six
lcttcrwinners, including starters Danielle Blackburn
and Shauna Waldcn.
Blackburn, a 5-foot-6 junior guard, averaged 6.4
points per game and 1.9 rebounds last year, while
6-foot senior Walden chalked up 7.7 points and 5.4
rebounds per game.
The post positions remain a big sore spot for
American, who must find some way to replace
All-CAA team member Bcih Schearcr. Scoring will
be a big problem for the E&glcs in a conference that
relies on a potent attack.
Prediction: Seventh.
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CAA
> (Continued from page 7)

not help at forward.
The Scahawks' need role players this
season. There arc some big shoes to fill
in the absence of Willie Williams.
Houzcr who led the conference in field
goal accuracy in 1988 with a 57.8
percent field goal average and
undoubtedly will have a strong year.
But the road and the lack of
offense-creating players will conspire
against Wilmington. Prediction: Fifth.
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|NAVY (12-16, 6-8)
g; Ever since David Robinson sailed off
ko the golden sunset to the NBA,
Navy basketball has taken on water,
threatening to sink back into obscurity.
Head coach Pete Herrmann will look
to 1988 CAA All-Rookie selection
Eddie Rcddick and 6-7 senior forward
Derric Turner, who is rchabilitaing after
a knee injury, to lead the Midshipmen
back to the top of the CAA ladder.
Herrmann will have to deal first with
, a severe offensive power outage. Navy's
■three top 1988 scorers are gone as Cliff
tRecs (12.0) graduated, while Matt
■Nordmann (11.3) and Byron Hopkins
■(11.1) jumped ship and left the
[Academy.
Navy lacks a perimeter game,
however, with only guard Joe
Gottschalk, who averaged 8.3 points
last season, to threaten from the
outside. The lack of perimeter shooting
may put too much pressure on the
Midshipmen's inside game.
What Navy's season comes down to
is Turner's ability to come back and
remain healthy. If the forward goes
down, the ship goes with him.
Prediction: Seventh.

JMU Basketball Preview
Media
integral part of the W&M offense,
► (Continued from page 3)

tallying more than 40 percent of the
Tribe's points and 50 percent of their
rebounds.
Head coach Chuck Swcnson's
problems are complicated by the Tribe's
relative inexperience as senior Tom
Brock and sophomore Casey Potts arc
the only returning front line players
with any considerable experience.
Hope docs exist in the W&M
backcourt where the CAA's leading
three-point specialist in 6-foot-5 senior
swingman Greg Burzcll returns, along
with All-Defensive team honorce Curtis
Pride, who was at the top of the CAA's
steals and assists departments in
1987-88.
The key to improving on last year's
mediocre season is a strong front line.
But the Tribe has neither the players or
the experience to fill the gap left by
Batzcl and Trout and likely will slip
into the CAA cellar. Prediction:
Eighth.

Recruits

► (Continued from page 6)

the Spirit ExpressJ and we really should
have scored more than that.

Although most analysts have chosen
JMU to finish last in the CAA, Cooley
and the rest of the Dukes believe it only
will make winning that much sweeter.

"Defensively, we're going to get after
it, overplay, and just play good
man-to-man defense," Driesell said.
"We spend a lot of our practices
working on our defensive fundamentals.

"Coach's attitude is even better,"
Cooley said. "He says, 'Well, we're
picked eighth and if you guys don't
want to work, I can go back up to my
"Overall, I think we've really worked office, sit around, eat breakfast and I'm
hard and don't think we're afraid of still going to get paid because people
anybody," he said. "We might lose don't expect us to do well. But that's
them all, but if we do, we're going to not the way we're going to approach it.'
leave something on the court from We're going to surprise some people
getting after it."
We're going to be just fine."

—

expects Davis to be a role player this
season, coming off the bench to gain
experience.
"William, I think has a lot of
ability," Dricsell said. "He reminds me
of some of the better players I've
coached offensively. He gets his hands
up in the air, he's an outside shooter,
he's a great leaper. He still has to work
on his defense and his fundamentals,
but I think he'll be a very fine player."
Although Driesell professes much
faith in the freshman, he still is
cautious about staning him.
"We have seven people who I
consider starters right now," Driesell
said. "He may start some games. It
depends on how he progresses during
the season. I don't really like to throw
freshman to the wolves right away."
Whatever the outcome of the
1988-89 season brings for coach
Driesell, win or lose, the new recruiting
season holds a great deal of promise
With the likes of Irvin, Hood and Davis
already arrived, the floodgates have been
opened for the best recruits in the
nation to find their way to the Convo.
Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

WILLIAM and MARY (10-19,
5-9)
The loss of two key players may send
the Tribe packing for the reservation
during the 1988-89 season.
AII-CAA selection Tim Trout has
departed after a solid year in which he
averaged 16.9 points 9.2 rebounds per
game. Forward Mark Batzcl also has
departed after a 12.6 point and 7.2
rebound per game clip. The duo were an

Tickets available for students at Convo, Godwin Hall
Student tickets for the JMU men's Godwin Hall every Tuesday from 8
basketball team's season opener against a.m. to 5 p.m.
VMI will be available starting Monday,
Students will be required to present
Nov. 21 at the Convocation Center and their JMU I.D. before being given a
on Tueday, Nov. 22 at Godwin Hall. ticket and also must show their I.D.
Students will be able to pick up tickets again at the ticket gale upon entering
for any home men's game played during the game. To eliminate overcrowding
that week Monday through Friday and make the process more convenient,
during regular office hours at the students will be allowed to pick up a
Convocation Ticket Office and at maximum of 10 tickets with the

presentation of 10 JMU I.Ds.
Although the new policy will cause
some difficulties, JMU Duke Club
director Alan G(|Hiam thinks it is the
best of the available alternatives.
"Just looking at the whole situation,
we feel like this is the fairest way to
treat the students," Graham said.
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i Help bring
i back the

/ELECTRIC ZOO

Men's home opener
against V.M.I, on
NOVEMBER 29

Just tie a string
through the
marked holes
and wear Lefty
to the men's
basketball
games this year.
To make it last,
put this mask on
cardboard and
a stick and
wave goodbye
to the Dukes'
opposition.
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An 'Essential' trip into the world of Calvin and Hobbes
By Stephen Rountree

graphics design manager

When is a desk a spaceship, a bathtub
an ocean, or a boy a dinosaur?
When you enter the world of Calvin
and Hobbes, of course.
Having published already two popular
collections of the strip, Calvin and
Hobbes and Something Under the Bed
is Drooling, creator Bill Watterson
recently has released a third collection
— The Essential Calvin and Hobbes.

The poem is the real treat of the
book. Entitled "A Nauseous Nocturne,"
ihe 12 pages of full color illustrations
and verse arc incredible testaments to
Watterson's ability to write and, more
than merely draw, to illustrate.
He has proved his ability to capture
the essence of a child and his worlds of
imagination. With this poem, he
manages to create a dark, ominous

mood while letting the humor of
Calvin shine through.
The reader is treated to a night in
Calvin's shadow-filled room with his
overactive imagination in full swing.
The depictions of the little
blonde-headed kid's expressions — one
of the greatest aspects of the strip — .
are priceless.
Just because it contains previously

Book Review
Originally designed as a cartoon with
a space travel theme, "Calvin and
Hobbes" has evolved into what it is
today mostly because of Wattcrson's
effqrts to sell the strip to syndicates.
Its phenomenal success is illustrated
by the incredible array of "Calvin and
Hobbes" t-shirts, posters, buttons and
other items produced not by Watterson
or those holding the copyrights to the
characters, but by the fans.
As of yet, no official merchandise —
or by-products of the strip as they are
sometimes called — has emerged. This
latest collection is the only
appeasement Watterson offers for the
"Calvin and Hobbes" junkie.
The Essential Calvin and Hobbes is
both old and new. Mostly, the book
consists of cartoons from the previous
two collections. The major differences
are the use of color on the Sunday
strips in this latest volume, and the
addition of a poem.
The color is wonderful. It brings the
boy and his tiger to life more than ever.
And as Charles Schulz, creator of
another famous cartoon kid, said in his,
forcward for the book, '"Calvin and
Hobbes'... contains hilarious pictures
that cannot be duplicated in other
mediums. In short, it is fun to look at,
and that is what has made Bill's work
such an admirable success."
Indeed, in color or black and white,
the antics of Wattcrson's characters
always are fun to watch.

published material. The Essential
Calvin and Hobbes is not to be
disregarded as a rerun. For the true fan,
it is as the title says, "essential."
For someone who has been deprived
of the magic of Wattcrson's world, mis
is a great way to begin die addiction.
And for those who have one or both of
the earlier books, the strips are funny
all over again.

WGOHNNSlttPWHllflQETEWW..

Reprinted from "The Essential Calvin and Hobbes,
copyright 1988 Universal Press Syndicate.

Thanksgiving
► (Continued from page 12)

hands around the table;' Bctls said. "After a moment,
the head of the family will squeeze the hand of the
person next to him. The squeeze then is passed on to
everyone."
Some people don't realize Thanksgiving is solely
an American holiday. Chris Gillies, who is originally
from England, doesn't celebrate Thanksgiving.
"Thanksgiving means nothing to me — it's just
another day," Gillies said.
But Gillies said she does enjoy the vacation from
school and looks forward to the clothes sales.
Although 300 years later Americans still are
celebrating this day of thanksgiving, several students
think the meaning of the holiday has been lost over
the years and Thanksgiving has become too
commercialized.

Some believe Thanksgiving today is a lime to eat a
big meal rather than give thanks for good fortune as
the Pilgrims did.
"With all the hunger in the world, it seems a bit
hypocritical to sit down to a disgustingly large
meal," Pester said. "I think we purposely tune out
the hardships of our ancestors and fellow humans, so
we can enjoy the meal."
Doralhca Sander said, "Everyone seems to have
forgotten that Thanksgiving is a day proclaimed
nationally to give thanks."
Rich Williams said, "People think of Thanksgiving
as just another holiday. Everyone just goes through
the motions. We take everything for granted."
Julie Kramer has a different opinion. "People think
about what they have to be thankful for," Kramer
said. "The holiday has lost the patriotic meaning to
some degree. I don't think much about the Pilgrims'

struggles, but rather about what I personally have to
be thankful for."
Sarah Mclvin said, "Thanksgiving is a lime to be
with your family. I think people arc thankful to have
families to come home lo for Thanksgiving."
What are students giving thanks for this
Thanksgiving? Family, friends and good health were
the most frequent answers. Being thankful for the
vacation from school was another popular response.
Some students said they arc thankful for their pets.
Others say they arc thankful that George Bush won
the election.
People celebrate the holiday in many different
ways, and each family has its own special
Thanksgiving traditions. Much has changed since the
times of the Pilgrims, but to most people.
Thanksgiving still is a lime lo gather with family
and friends and enjoy the special day.
Happy Thanksgiving!
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Get an IBM PS/2
now and save.
*
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For a limited time only.
DESCRIPTION
PS/2 Model 25
Monochrome
and assorted features
PS/2 Model 25 /
Cel6r and asserted features
PS/2 Model 25
Color and Proprinter
and assorted features

LIST PRICE

SALE PRICK

$2,460

$1,562

$2,969

$1,795

$3,591

$2,143

EBBIBBaa %\\\\\XX%\\.\\\\\%W,»%%' .\^^\XX\\%V
• Prices are subject to change and do not Include sales tax.
• Offer expires December 31, 1988.
• Offer limited to qualified students, faculty and staff
W

IBM an

■rsonal System/2 are registered trademarks ot International Business Machines Corporate

* FOR MORE INFORMATION. VISIT YOUR
JMU BOOKSTORE
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It's almost that time of year — again

Vaccination good flu season defense
By Fred Kinsella
Nurse Practitioner

As the winter season draws near, so
does flu season.
Flus are caused by either type A or B
influenza viruses, which appear to be
transmitted by aerosol particles
dispersed by sneezing, coughing or
talking.
The incubation period is usually one
to three days. Person-to-person
transmission is rapid, and in local
epidemics, the incidence of cases
reaches a peak in two to three weeks,
persisting for five to six weeks.
Symptoms appear abruptly and may
include a three-to-five-day fever of up to
105 degrees. Headache, body aches,
tiredness and initially a dry, hacking
cough, are the predominant symptoms
and may last as long as the fever.
Subsequently, respiratory symptoms
— sore throat, nasal discharge,
hoarseness and a loose cough — appear
as the beginning symptoms wane.
Cough and weakness may last for two

or more weeks.
Viruses do not respond to antibiotics
— they must run their course.
To feel better and help prevent the
spread Of infection, you should rest —
do not tire yourself unnecessarily.
Maintain a proper diet — be sure to
drink plenty of fluids, take
acetaminophen (Tylenol) to help keep
the fever down and relieve aches and
pains, take decongestants for sinus
congestion, and cover your mouth and
nose when sneezing and coughing. Do
not share drinks and utensils.
Complications associated with
influenza are primarily respiratory,
ranging from mild airway congestion to
secondary bacterial pneumonia. The
more serious complications urc
uncommon in healthy young adults.
Patients with labored or difficult
breathing, wheezing, bloody or green
mucous, a fever persisting more than
five days without improvement, dark
urine, severe muscle pain and tenderness
have complications (hat demand prompt

medical attention.
Treatment begins with prevention.
Reducing contact with those who are
infected helps, but is impractical
because of the closeness of the
university community. Two other
methods of controlling influenza arc the
influenza vaccine, an inactivated vaccine
and therapy with the antiviral drug
amantadine.
If you run a high risk of developing
complications, the single most
important measure to reduce the impact
of influenza before the season starts is
getting a vaccination. It protects against
both type A and type B influenza.
Amantadine is effective only against
type A and benefits those who seek
attention shortly after the abrupt onset
of symptoms. It may reduce the
severity and duration of illness, but is
not a cure. It is useful to those who
have not been vaccinated or whose
vaccines have not yet taken effect
According to the American Lung
Association, groups at the greatest risk

of developing influenza-related
complications arc healthy people over
65 years of age and those people with
chronic respiratory or heart disease.
Residents and caretakers of nursing
homes and other chronic care facilities,
patients being discharged from a
hospital, adults and children who have a
history of heart, lung or kidney
problems or diabetes, and physicians,
nurses and other health care personnel
having extensive contact with high risk
persons arc increasingly vuncrablc.
If you fall into one of these high-risk
categories, you should consider
obtaining a flu vaccine from your
family physician or health department.
For more information regarding the flu
vaccine you also may contact The
American Lung Association of Virginia
at 1-800-345-LUNG.

"For Your Health" is a iwice-monl.'Uy
health column written, compiled and
coordinated by the Health Center
wellness peer educators.
"^

No wonder Jiffy Lube is Harrisonburg's
#1 oil, filter and fluid service!
Save up to $8
on our Fall Car Care Special.
Get America's # 1 lube service every
3,000 miles or 3 months and you'll keep
your car running smoother, longer. Get H
soon, and save S3. Then, treat your automatic transmission to quick $5 savings.
We're just minutes from Route 33E
and Country Club Rd. (across from Valley
Mall). Come on in Mon/Tues/Wed and Fri 8
am 'til 6 pm; Thur 'til 8 pm and Sat 'til 5 pm.

Get our great 14-point service
in just 10 minutes with no
appointment.
1. Change Oil with Pennzoil (Up to 5 qts)
2. Install New Oil Filter
3. Lubricate Chassis
4. Check & Fill Transmission Fluid
5. Check & Fill Differential Fluid
6. Check & Fill Brake Fluid

7. Check & Fill Power Steering Fluid
t. Check & Fill Window Washer Fluid
9. Check & Fill Battery
10. Check Air Filter
11. Check Wiper Blades
12. Inflate Tires to Proper Pressure
13. Vacuum Interior
14. Exterior Car Wash

Hurry in today! Special Fall Car
Care Savings end December 31.
Transmission

14-Point Service j

Special

SAVE $

SAVE $

5

thru Sat. Dec. 31,1988
1870 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg
433-8599

thru Sat. Dec. 31,1988
1870 E. Market St.
Harrisonburg
433-8599
Save on our regular baie price of S23.9S with this
coupon. Limit one per purchase. May not be used in
combination or with any other discount

■

Save on our regular base price lor 2 wheel drive
of S35.95 with this coupon, limit one per purchase.
Moy not be used in combination or with any other
discount.

:
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Hokies subdue fiery Dukes
By John R. Craig
staff writer

BLACKSBURG — Though ihc final
27-6 score may noi reflect it, Saturday's
football game between Virginia Tech
and JMU was anything but a one-sided
affair.
"You've got to give JMU some
credit," Virginia Tech head coach
Beamcr said. "They came in here and
were well prepared, played hard, and
caused us some problems in the first
half.
"I was concerned, tlicy played well in
the first half and were stuffing our
running game pretty well," Beamcr
said. "In the second half, it was just
stronger running and belter blocking
that proved the difference."
The Hokies' win in front of 18,753
fans ended their year at 3-8. JMU left
Lane Stadium and the season with a 5-6
record.
JMU head coach Purzycki^said'rlS^vas
pleased at how hard his team played
against their larger and more skilled
foes.
"They were very strong up front and
wore us down defensively," Purzycki
said. We had some great individual
performances and I felt the entire went
out and played as hard a they could. In
some ways we can build on this
*

because Tech is a very good football
team. They lost eight games to teams
that won 81 percent of their games."
On the opening scries of the game,
Virginia Tech used a 35-yard kickoff
return by Jeff Roberts and a couple of
short runs to reach JMU's 37 yard line.
On founh-and-onc, Beamcr chose to
go for it. But running back Jon Jeffries
was stopped in the backficld by Dan
Kobosko lo give JMU the ball and the
first emotional lift of the contest. Later
in the half, the Hokies again were
unsuccessful on another fourih-and-cnc
as John Gutter made the stop.
"Those plays did wonders for our
whole team," Purzycki said. "In the
first half we were able lo control ihc
line of scrimmage pretty well.''
JMU's first break in ihc game came
on the first play of Virginia Tech's third
possession when Furrcr fumbled ihc
snap and Paul Fornadcl recovered at
Hokies' nine yard line. But JMU was
unable lo capitili/c on ihc miscuc and
had to settle for a 20-yard field goal by
Tim Garrilly.
After another Garriuy field goal
Staff photo by MARK MANOUKIAN
increased ihc JMU advantage to 6-0, the Willie Lanier runs the ball in Saturday's 27-6 loss.
Hokies got on the scoreboard with 7:53 personal fouls and the ejection of JMU who drilled a 33-yard field goal lo try
remaining in ihc half on a 41-yard field . offensive lineman Brian Rccs and the score at 6-6. The drive was aided by
goal by Chris Kinzcr.
Hokies" defensive end Jimmy Whiticn.
a 15-yard unsportsmanlike penalty
Early in the Dukes' drive, a scuffle
Following a JMU punt, Virginia against the Dukes.
broke out that resulted in offsetting Tech scored again on the leg of Kinzcr,
See LOSS page 19>

Second half miscues quell JMU upset bid
By Dean Hybl
staff writer

BLACKSBURG — After Saturday's
football game against Virginia Tech,
the Dukes just might have found out
the difference between Division I-A and
Division I-AA football — at least in
the second half."Look, we're realists," said JMU head
coach Joe Purzycki. "We knew to win
wc were going to have to get some
breaks. We knew lo win that Tech
would have to help us. I guess wc just
didn't get enough of those things for us
to pull off Ihc upset. I thought we
played as hard as wc could and played as
long as we could."
In the Hokies' 27-6 win at Lane
Stadium, Virginia Tech used a 2l-poinl
second half shut out lo pull away from
the Dukes.
In JMU's first game of the season,
the team had lo face Divison I-A foe
Navy and stayed with them, 17-14, in
the first half. The Midshipmen,
however, shui oul JMU, 10-0, after

that lo lake the win.
"Offensively, |JMU| was just stuffing
us and tackling us and wc weren't
executing real well," said Virginia Tech
head coach Frank Beamcr. "I think it's a
combination of us not doing things real
well, panicking a little bit . . . ami a
good job by them."
In the first half, the Dukes slopped
the Hokies twice on fourth down. On
the opening scries, Virginia Tech was
faced with fourth-and-two and lost a
yard. Even though the Dukes did not
earn points as a direct result, they did
gain confidence.
The scries after JMU had capitalized
on a fumble to lake a 3-0 lead on T im
Garritly's 20-yard field goal. Virginia
Tech again laced a fourth down. The
Hokies lost one yard and the Dukes
took over at the Virginia Tech 41.
Those two plays seemed lo raise the
level of play for JMU and stymie those
wearing Virginia Tech colors.
"I was worried lo death," Beamcr said
"I've been on the other side. I've been at
a I-AA school [Murray Slate] that upset
Louisville twice and lied Memphis

Slate once. I know how you gel up for
them and I know how you play and I
was scared to death."
Personal fouls against JMU allowed
the Hokies to get back in the game on a
pair of Chris Kinzcr field goals of 41
and 33 yards. Nevertheless, the Dukes
were lied 6-6 at ihc half.
"It was going according to script,"
Purzycki said. "Wc really felt pretty
good about ourselves at halftimc. We
felt like wc had a real legitimate shot.
Bui in the second half they put together
a bruising ground game which in ihc
first half wc controlled prcuy well."
But a long halftimc show and a
potent Virginia Tech ground game lhai
gained four limes as many yards as
JMU in ihc third quarter led to ihc
Dukes' demise. For the game, Tech
outgaincd 452-235 total yards and
earned 28 first downs lo ihc Dukes'
dozen.
"We came out ready to go and wc had
lo stand for about cighi lo 10 minutes,"
Purzycki said. "I think wc lost a lillle
bit of that fire. They got ihc crowd
behind them a little bit and it kind of

took a little bit of ihc slarch oul of us.
Il's hard to sustain ihat kind of emotion
for a three hour period."
The Hokies' size and experience was
the eventual difference, according to
Purzycki.
"Ninety-five bodies as compared lo
70," Purzycki said. "The level of
competition was a little bit greater.
They're used to playing Florida Slate,
West Virginia, South Carolina and in
that second half they wore us down a
lillle bit."
JMU needed lo put two complete
halves of football together and for 30
minutes
the
Dukes
played
competitively, as they had at
Annapolis, but lhai second half was ihc

juggernaut.
"I don'i think ihat ihcy'rc belter than
us," said outside linebacker Steve Bales
after the game. "The [Virginia Tech]
offense wasn't bcucr than the [JMU|
defense. I say they weren't better than
us. I'd go out and play them again right
now. Wc were about even."
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Wrestlers grapple with youth, inexperience
By Stephanie Swaim
assistant sports editor
and Kit Coleman
staff writer
This year's men's wrestling coach and
his team have a lot in common. —
youth.
Jeff Bowycr is in his first year as head
coach for the Dukes, having just
graduated from JMU last spring.
Bowycr was the team's mat coach last
season as a fifth-year senior and
wrestled at JMU for four years. But he
isn't worried about the age factor in
himself or his team.
"I feel pretty confident myself,"
Bowycr said. "I think I'm capable of
handling it, and obviously Mr. Ehlcrs
and the administration felt I was capable
of handling it or they wouldn't have
given me the position.
"There arc some people who arc still
a little skeptical," he said. "This year is
a tough year to come in because we lost
a real good core last year, but I lh;nk
we have a good core to build around.
Right now we have a lot of talent,
they're just not very experienced —
they're very young."
This year's roster shows no seniors
and just six juniors after six of the
wrestlers who made up the nucleus of
last year's team graduated. The Dukes
now lack the strong core of leadership it
had last season in Jon Blauvclt, Hat
Smith, John Durso and All-Amcrican
Brian Kurlandcr, according to Bowycr.
He now will rely on captain Rob
Milvasky (167) and returning wrestlers
John McCojgan (142), Greg Rogers
(158), Rob Lul/ (134) and G.J. Suchcr
(177), among others, to lake up the
slack.
"We lost six starters last year out of
10, that's 60 percent of our team,"
Bowycr said. "I didn't think that we

would feel it as quickly as we did. That
was a great core that we lost. That was
a lot of experience, they were all
seniors, they'd all been around, and they
all a good bit of talent. But I think if
the guys arc willing to work hard and to
learn, then when they get their
experience, I think they can come out
here and be as good as those that left us
last year."
Keith Taylor is the team's tentative
starter in the 118-pound weight class,
while Kevin Gast (126) returns to the
team alter seeing limited lime last year.
Transfer Eric Major, sophomore Andy
Bcckwith and Townlcy Hcdrick will be
fighting for the starling position in the
150-pound class. At 190, last year's
starter Dave Mitchell will be trying to
hold his spot against freshman Jack
Thompson and sophomore John

Furbrothcir^V
Three recruits who could have
immediate impact are Mike Smith at
167 pounds., Chris Janish at 134
pounds and Rodney Huffman at
heavyweight. Smith currently is
injured, (hough, and will be out for
some time.
The team ended with a 14-7 record
last season in a competitive schedule
that included several top 20 teams. This
year's schedule looks to be just as
difficult.
"We wrestle some pretty top notch
programs, some of which arc probably
ranked in the lop 20," Bowycr said.
"We do wrestle teams within the stale
and we can definitely be competitive
with ihcm and I'm hoping that we can
beat all those teams. In the past we
have, and I plan to continue to do so."
Despite a plague of injuries that has
been haunting the Dukes, Bowycr feels

Staff photos by BRETT ZWERDLING
177-pound wrestler G.J. Sucher takes down another Duke
during preseason practice.
that when the team is at full force, it
can be competitive despite its youlh.
"We have a young team, but we do
have some talent," Bowycr said. "I
think barring injuries, we can still have
a competitive year. In the beginning of
the year, we had a lot of depth, injuiies
have really hampered that. It's difficult
for me to predict how we'll do in the
conference this year, but I'm hoping
that the guys who arc hurl will get
hcallhy quick. We're still very
competitive within the slate."
With an inllux of younger wrestlers,
Bowycr predictably is looking towards
the future and what they can do when
they get more experience.
"Wc have a good core now," Bowycr
said, "and I don't want to say in a lew
years down the road we're going to be
national champions, but if the guys
keep improving, year to year, and
barring injuries, there is a good
possibility thai this team could be of
top-20 caliber.

Staff photos by BRETT ZWERDLING
Rob Lutz [behind] and Rob Oppett wrestle during practice.

"Wc have a good core to build around,
but wc need to get some recruits in. In
the future, I sec us winning the region a
couple of times. I don't know about

this year, I haven't seen the other
teams. But if wc get hcallhy wc could
definitely be a contender. And if we're
not, I think our time is coming. But
we're young," he said.
This season may be a learning
experience for the team, but the lime
will be valuable in the long run,
Bowycr said.
The Dukes opened their season
Saturday at the lllh annual Navy
Classic Wrestling tournament in
Annapolis, Md. Milavsky was the only
JMU wrestler to place, finishing third
in the 167-pound weight class. The
team's inexperience showed as they
placed ninlh. Navy won the tournament
with 108.4 points.
"The guys have been working hard
and the altitude in the room has been
exceptional," he said. "They're doing
everything that they need lo be doing lo
be successful. Some things they don't
have control over, like inexperience. It's
just going to take some time. Bui I
ihink in lime, if they keep working as
hard as they've been, and keep the
altitude thai Ihcy have, it'll be a good
next couple years for us."
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Call
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JUMP ON THE COMPETITION ■ ■
—

WE DIVIDE OUR
PROGRAM SO YOU CAN
KEEP YOURS TOGETHER.
If you're in college, or about to be, and vou're
wondering where the monev's going to come from, look
into the Army Reserve's Alternate Training Program. It
works this wav: One summer, you take Basic Training
and the next summer, vour specific skill training at an
Army school.
You'll earn at least SI.200 for basic and even more
for your skill training. You can train at an Army Reserve
unit near vour college, usually serving one weekend a
month plus two weeks Annual Training. You'll earn over
$80 per weekend to start.
On top of that, if you qualify there's the
Montgomery GI Bill that gives you up to S5.040 for
college.
If you want a little help keeping things together,
stop by or call:

Staff Sgt. James Luna
434-6691

BEALLYOUCANBE.

ARMY RESERVE

governor's fellows Program. Summer 1989

Governor Gerald L Baliles is pleased to announce that the Governor's Fellows
Program, created in 1982, will be repeated in 1989. A.E Dick Howard, White-Burkett
Miller Professor of Law and Public Affairs, and Director of the Center for Public
Service at the University of Virginia, will serve as chairman of the coordinating
committee.

Purpose
The purpose oi the program is to oiler talented and highly motivated young people firsthand experiences in the processes of state government. As a result of their experience,
Fellows may well be attracted to careers in government or public service. In addition to
giving Fellows valuable experience, the program is designed to bring fresh ideas into the
Governor's Office. Moreover, the program should strengthen ties between the state
government and Virginia's academic community.

'Eligibility
Students must be graduating seniors or must be enrolled as degree candidates in a
graduate or professional school. The major field of study does not have to be governmentrelated. Students enrolled in Virginia colleges or universities, public or private, may also
apply regardless ol state residence. Virginia residents enrolled in out-ol-state institutions,
public or private, may also apply. The selection of Fellows will be based on merit without
regard to race, sex, color, national origin, religion, age, disability, or political affiliation

'Duration of Jellozvshvp
An applicant selected as a Fellow must be willing to commit at least two months to full-time
work in the Governor's Office. The normal period ol Fellowship would be from June 5
through July 28,1989.

Assignment of'fellows
Fellows will be assigned to work with members of the Governor's Cabinet of personal
staff. The nature of the assignments will depend on the official's needs and on the background and experience of the Fellow.

Deadline
Applications must be in Richmond by February 1,1989. Further information may be
obtained from the Office of the Vice President for Student Affairs, Alunmae Hall, Room 107.

Loss
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The NEWEST night spot in downtown
Harrisonburg on Court Square

n
Open every Wed. thru Sat. 8pm to 1am,
INTRODUCTORY

PERM
e

SALE

AT

** Classic Cut

DUKE PLAZA • SOUTH MAIN • HARRISONBURG

Permanent Wave with Cut
NEXUS
NOW 10% OFF!'

REGULARLY S43.00

NOW ONLY 29.50*
Additional Charge for Long Hair

Call Today-432-1800
'DISCOUNTS ONLY WITH PROPER FACULTY OR STUDENT ID. OFFER NOT
VALID WITH OTHER.SPECIALS AND EXPIRES DECEMBER 16,1988.

MRS. GREENS

In the second half, the Hokics
quickly showed their superiority. They
slopped JMU's offense on four plays
and then marched down the field for the
game's first touchdown on a 44-yard
pass from Furrcr to Myron Richardson.
Pur/ycki said the true turning point
of the contest might have come right
after that touchdown. Gutter returned
the kickoff 26 yards to the JMU 43 yard
line. Greg Medley then ran 24 yards on
the first play to give JMU the ball at
Virginia Tech's 33 yard line. Following
a 3-yard run, Lancaster's pass was
intercepted in the endzone by safety Wil
Gowin.
"The play I regret most was the long
interception." Pur/ycki said. "We move
right down the field on the kickoff
return, get a long run, and then throw
an interception.
"I think that if we could have gottensomething on that drive it would h;ive
given us some confidence and kept us
in the game a little longer. We thought
that Thornton could beat their backs
one on one, but it just wasn't there."
The Hokics soon look control of the
game with two fourth quarter

Ski Free

<M«

at

"We may be a 5-6 team, but we're not
5-6 people- Thai's something to
remember and we'll be belter next year
because of ihc experiences we've had
this year."

>ip©trfh
(upcoming events in JMU sports)

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday — JMU vs. Westmont
[Honolulu, Hawaii], 11 p.m. EST.
Saturday — JMU vs. Brigham
Young [Honolulu, Hawaii], 9:30 p.m.
EST.
Tuesday — Virginia Military at JMU
[Convocation Center], 9 p.m.

Women now 2-3
after weekend
The JMU women's swimming and
diving team's two-meet winning streak
came to an abrupt end Saturday with a
188-109 loss to Virginia Tech in
Blacksburg. The loss drops the Dukes'
record to 2-3.
JMU won only two events in the
meet, both provided by the Dukes' Ray
Asbridge. Asbridge won the 100-yard
breaststroke with a time of 1:09.44
before claiming the 200-yard
breaststroke in 2:30.48.

Swimmers lose
to Tech by one

Will be CLOSED
^Wednesday, November23JL^

touchdowns to put the game out of
reach and keep JMU from realizing it's
goal of a winning season. However,
Purzycki was not disappoint. ;d
completely and said the future for JMU
football looks very bright.

The men's swimming and diving
team defeated UNC-Charlotte Friday
146-72. Bill Brackman and Brad Miller
were double winners for JMU, as
Brackman won the 1000-yard freesyle
(9:57.91) and the 200-yard fly (1:57.10)
and Miller won the 200-yard individual
medley (1:59.96) and the 200-yard
backstroke (2:01.49). Diver Steve
Scanlon placed first in the 1-meter and
3-meter diving events.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday — Boston College at
JMU [Convocation Center], 7:30
p.m.

On Saturday, JMU lost a narrow
121-120 meet at Virginia Tech, sending
its record to 1-5. Paul Harris won the
50-yard freestyle race in 21.76. Diver
Guy Sandin was first in the 1-meter and
3-metcr events.

Gymnasts fifth
in Metro Open
In its opening meet of the season, the
JMU men's gymnastics team placed a
solid fifth in the seven-team Metro
Open at Navy.
The Dukes were paced by junior
Dave Cvercko who led all JMU
performers in the pommel horse (6.9),
rings (7.85), parallel bars (7.6) and the
all-around competition (44.70).
Sophomore Larry McDonald placed first
for the Dukes in the floor exercise (8.5)
and the vault (8.7), while freshman
Stefan Benedict finished first among
JMU members in the high bar (7.55).

assanutten Ski ^Resort

Now hiring for Ski Season
Full-time, Part-time, Weekends,
Anytime!
Lifts, Rentals, Ski Shop,
Food Service, Cashiers, and More!
* Average 20 hours per week and receive
FREE Skiing & Rentals!

For More information, Call 289-9441

e
will not be published
Thursday or Monday.
Have a Happy Thanksgiving!
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Each of \hm* advtriiMd items * required 10 be readily available
tor tale in each Kroger Store, except aa specifically noted in this
ad. If we do run out of an advertised item, we w#l offer you your
choice of a comparable item, when availabte, reflecting the same
savings or a ratneheck which will entitle you to purchase the
advertised iwm at the advertised price within 30 days Onfy one
vendor coupon will be accepted per item purchased
COPYRIGHT 1986 THE KROGER CO ITEMS AND PRICES
GOOD SUNDAY NOV 20 THROUGH SATUROAY. NOV 26,
198B. IN HARRISONBURG WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

It's tough getting an education.
Here are some stories to break your heart.
In Italy 20 JMU students taking an art course and studying the
paintings of Botticelli had to work in a palace four centuries old which
had been built by the architect Vasari for the Medicis. Without slides,
they had to study the artist's "Primavera" and his "Birth of Venus" in the
original oil paint.
In France 23 JMU students taking a history course studied the
causes of the French Revolution. Some of them got a little lost in the AV
material, perhaps because it's the largest palace in Europe. Class
discussion went on as scheduled in the formal gardens of Louis XIV.

Kroger Wishes You And
Your Family A Very Happy

In England 30 JMU students taking a theatre course studied
Shakespeare's early history plays. Their audiovisual material included
30 of England's best actors and a $100 million dollar theatre.
Unfortunately, class discussion was interrupted when the pub closed.

THANKSGIVING

In Spain 15 JMU students studying ancient culture had to walk
around in the Altamira caves. It was dark and chilly and damp, and
some vandals had scrawled all over the walls - some 20,000 years ago.
Later the students had to have tapes with their Spanish friends.

For more heartbreaking stories come to
HIUMEO

RBRORD

NIGHT

monDflY 21 nOVEITlBEB. 7:30
miLLER 101
' Be there...
and next year you might be there.

jmU STUDIES ABROAD;
nOBDDY DOES IT BETTER.
13-INCH

White
Christmas Bear
With Hat
Each

FITNESS INTERNSHIP
SPRING 1989
SEMESTER
Looking for a PAID internship in the Washington
DC area and working toward a degree in the
health field?

BEAR COMES WITH A FREE GIFT
BAG WITH COUPONS WORTH $10.00
NONRETURNABLE BOTTLE, DIET COKE,
CAFFEINE FREE DIET COKE,

Coca Cola Classic
or Coke

99
CO 0
staik 59

KROGER CREAM CHEESE, 8-OZ. . . 89C

Nabisco
Snack Crackers
REGULAR OR LIGHT

Michelob
Beer

ASAP

*ur.

12-PAK 12-OZ. CANS . . . $2.99

California
Celery

The World Gym of Germantown, Md. is offering this
unique opportunity.
Full benefits included.
Contact: Dr. Crawford, P.E. Director, or your adviser.

$159

,10-oz.

A

$019

6**3

::•:«■:•:;:;

;,.,;,,,:,;..,.,-,.,,■...,,.,,;,...

Sorins Break
1989
CANCUN $499

FREEPORTfrom$389

per person. Quad room,
7 nights at El Puebulito,
airfare, transfers.

per person. Double room,
4 nights at Sun Club,
airfare, transfers.

Space is limited so call now

WISE TRAVEL

433-4000
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BUSINESS
Looking for the green...

Education, hobby result in patent for senior
By Laurel Wissinger
assistant business editor

JMU senior Derek Spraguc was looking for a way
to improve his goir game.
What he wound up with was a U.S. government
patent for his Pultin' Pal invention and some
"practical experience in business that went beyond
anything I could have learned in a classroom,"
Sprague said.
Spraguc, a former member of the varsity golf team
at JMU who recently turned pro, suffered from the
common error which plagues many golfers. "When [a
golfer) pulls the putter back, he isn't focusing on the
ball, which is where his eyes should be," Sprague
said. "Instead he's watching the movement of the
putter."
Such a habit results- in golfers losing their
concentration and making bad shots, lie said. Spraguc
came up with the concept lot his invention in the fall
of 1986. The resulting Pultin' Pal was designed to
block a golfer's view of the putter and emphasize
keeping a close eye on the golf ball.
Spraguc termed his invention a form of "subliminal
training" rather than a more direct teaching technique.
The Pultin' Pal emphasizes coordination between the
brain and muscles, and Spraguc believes its simple
three-piece design allows it to be used by anyone
capable of picking up a golf club.
"Everything I'd ever seen before lo help golfers was
by and large more mechanical in nature," he said.
"Either it attached to ihc putter or hooked onto the
golf ball."
But his creation requires virtually no instructions or
previous experience, he said.
Spraguc worked summer jobs at the Malonc Golf
Club in his hometown of Malonc, N.Y. Using his
prototype design in the golf classes he taught, as well
as training extensively with it himself, made him
realize he was "onto something," he said. "I saw how
well it really did work."
After using his invention for a while, Spraguc
modified his original prototype into two slightly
different models, one for professional golfers and the
other for "the average weekend player," he said.
Professionals wanted a more durable, heavy-duty
model, but Spraguc still saw a market for both
models.
So Spraguc combined his entrepreneurial sense
with the marijpiing skills he learned at school and
decided lo seek a patent on his invention.
Receiving a patent is a long and sometimes tedious
process, nol lo mention expensive. For Spraguc, the
funds weren't the biggest issue. "1 had money left
over from my summer job," he said.
But ihc complexity and legality involved posed a
problem. "There's a lot more lo [the process] than I
had realized," Spraguc said. "I didn't understand some
of the more technical aspects."
Rather than trying to undertake the process alone,
Spraguc decided to hire a McLean attorney lo handle
details such as a patent search.
"IHiring a lawyer] cosis money, bul you know it's
going lo get done right," Spraguc said.
The first sicp in applying for a patent is making

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON

Senior Derek Sprague displays the patent he received for his golf invention.
sure the product already isn't patented by someone
else. Spraguc's search uncovered four other similar —
bul not the same — inventions. One of those was
"almost identical in design" to his, Spraguc said,
except the other was transparent and his is green to
blend in with ihc grass.
Once someone officially has filed for a patent, that
person is given what is known as a patent pending
designation. It is in this phase of ihe process that
much of what Spraguc called "wheeling and dealing"
takes place.
"I had to keep my invention pretty much
hush-hush," he said. "Someone else could come in
and say they filed [for a patent] one day earlier, pull
some strings or something, and receive the patent
instead of me."
The hardest part for Spraguc was enduring the
17-monlh wait between the lime he Tiled and when he
was authorized a patent in January 1988. After
investing an estimated S2,00O-S2,5O0 in lawyer fees
alone, Spraguc was worried he would be denied and
his investment would be wasted. "You put all that
money into something without any kind of
guarantee, and that's scary," he said.
Spraguc was rejected once by the Patent Office due
to a small technicality in wording, but he rcapplicd
after rewriting the application. "(Being turned down
once] isn't unusual," he said. "Ninety-five percent of
all applications gel rejected the first time."
But once he received the patent, the trouble wasn't
over yet.
"When 1 looked into getting |thc Puttin' Pal]
manufactured, I had a hard time finding a company
willing to work on a small scale," he said.

"Most places don't gel too many 21-ycar-olds
knocking on their door wanting to do a small run,"
Spraguc said. "They're looking for established
accounts."
,Spraguc settled on two local companies to
manufacture his invention, Excel Steel Works in
Harrisonburg and Alpha Industries in Grottoes. "They
both were very receptive lo the idea of a small-scale
business like mine," he said. His first production run
was for 100 Pullin' Pals.
So far, including manufacturing costs and lawyer
fees, Spraguc estimates he has put "$4,000-35,000
into this invention," he said.
Spraguc believes it is too early to sec how well he
will do financially with the product. That lime will
come after the Professional Golf Association's trade
show in January.
"Last year I had a prototype that didn't have any
track record," he said. "This >car I have an
international distributor and an actual product lo sell."
But far more valuable than any monetary returns
Spraguc may receive is the learning experience he has
gained, Spraguc said.
"I don't look to make millions," Spraguc said. "If I
break even ... that would be nice, sure
"But I got the chance to learn about the real world
of business," he said. "Not theory in the classroom,
bul actually seeing a product go from an idea to a
reality."
Spraguc looks at his money not as just capital put
into a product, bul as an investment into himself.
"I pay almost S4.000 a semester to go to school
here," he said. "And I've probably gotten lour
semesters' worth of education out of the experience."
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

-Bill Watterson

THE FAR SIDE —Gary Larson
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THE TVRANNOSAURUS STALKS
THE CRETACEOUS SHORES.'

I'M SURE IT'S FRUSTRATING
KNOWING THAT MEN ARE
BIGGER, STRONGER AND
BETTER AT ABSTRACT
THOUGHT T))AN WOMEN.

PENlH, \F WRE A GIRL,
WHAT WOULD MAKE ^00
_ GO ON IMNG ?
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THE 5-TON CARNWORDUS
UZART) CAN RUN FASTER
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Andrew! So that's where you've been1 And good
heavens1
There's my old hairbrush, too!"
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR

m

Madison Manor Offers Housing For 2nd
Semester - Individual roommates needed &
lull units available. Call today for details
434-6166.
Forest Hill Townhouses - Sublet 3 BR.
Available Spring Semester. Partially furnished
plus many extras. Call John or Paul at
432-0965.
University Place - Girl, completely
furnished. Lease expires 5/31/88, $225. Call
433-8822.
Duplex - Girls, large 3 BR, equipped kitchen,
water & sewer furnished. Lease expires
7/30/88, $185. No pets. 433-8822.
University Place - 3 BR unit for 4 girls.
Completely furnished. Share $175. single
$225. Lease expires 7/30/88. Water & sewer
furnished. 433-8822.
Male Roommate Needed For Spring
Semester - Hunter's Ridge, own BR W/D,
DW, next to bus stop. Call Rob at 432-0187.
Squire Hill - 1 RM in 2 BR apt. Price
negotiable. 432-0685, Les or Mike.
Spring Semester - 1 or 2 females needed to
sublet a large RM in a beautiful house. 10
minute walk to campus. Call Heather or Jinx at
433-1606.

1981 Oatsun - 4 door hatchback. $850.
434-7365 evenings.
Government Homes! $1 (U Repair.)
Foreclosure, tax delinquent property. Now
selling. This area. Call (relundable)
(518)459-3546 ext. H6927 lor listings.
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps For $44
through the US Government? Get the facts
today! (312)742-1142 ext. 5090.

Road Trip! Before you go, take your car to
Jilfy Lube for a radiator flush-n-fill. 14-point oil
change and other fluid services.
Horizon Sure Tan is your professional
tanning center. Both UVA & UVB rays, all are
s:and up. No appointment necessary. Phone
434-1812 or stop by 1106 Reservoir St.

Typing & Word Processing -Overnight
delivery, free pickup. 828-4980.
Typist For Hire - 95«/pg„
delivery. Call anytime, 433-5750.

Hawaiian Busch Crew - We love you guys
you mean a k* to us. Your new _JZBl

_t_t\______?___U^Jm ,0',i,st
nmf^ffjtfjmjmi

Typing
Service - Over 20 years
experience. $1.50. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

overnight

Let Me Do Your Typing For You. Call
432-1975.
Typing - On-campus convenience,
competitive rate, rush work. Call Mark, x5939.
Typing, Word Processing by professional
secretary. Call Liz Middleton, 289-9954.
B & D Stables - 2 miles from campus. Full
board $125/mon. Stall & pasture $60/mon. Call
434-1609 after 5 pm.
Battery Supply Inc. - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155
Valley Auto Glass - Auto & truck glass,
mobile service. Call 432-0949.
Come To The Country Place - 42~ miles
NE. Enjoy cozy fires & heated water bed.
Furnished 5 BR lodge or 2 BR chalet. Ride
horses, hike the mountains or the Shenandoah
River.

Male Roommate - Share BR, furnished. Call
Hunter's Ridge, 434-5150.
Acoustic Guitar Player, Singer is looking
for the same to form duo. Beatles, Dead,
Talking Heads, etc. Call John Lee at
434-0331.

How To Place A Classified Ad - Classified
ads must be in writing and must be paid in
advance. The cost is $2 for each 10 word
increment (1-10 words-$2; 11-20 words«$4,
etc.) Deadlines are Friday noon for a Monday
issue; Tuesday noon for a Thursday issue.
Also, your name and phone number must
accompany your ad.

PERSONALS

Martial Arts Club Open House -Come to
Godwin Wrestling RM 217. 7 pm, Wed., Nov.
30 for a free introductory self-defense lesson.
What The Mormons Think Of Christ Come find out. Nov. 21, 12 to 5 pm, RM B of
WCC.
Must Sell - Dark brown, leather, Members
Only jacket. Size 40. $35.

SERVICES

Help To Show Just How Insignificant UVA
Really Is - Buy a "Centsless" shirt. Jeff x5669.

The Widow Kip's B & B In Mt. Jackson Fireplaces in BRs. canopy beds. 2 cozy
cottages. Near skiing.
$50 to $60.
(703)477-2400. '

info.

Commuter Sponsor Night At Players
- Tomorrow, Tues.. Nov 22! Free admission
with donation of a canned good or cover ol
$1. All proceeds benefit the Feed A Family
Food
r^m» nariu
Food Drivp
Drive. Come
party with
with ih.
the ^^
commuters. '
RA Selection Is Coming!

u.„y An,ichri
»„,i„h,i., Wanna
__
_.
^7]T7,
"°
»« * some dirt? Call
_____ _„„__ ,„„ D A
__,
Battery Supply Inc. - Brand name quality at
wholesale prices. 434-5155
Ski Killington - Jan. 1 thru 6!

-

AKA -One year old. 'Nuff said.

Win A Basketball Signed By Lefty Driesell
- Raffle tickets available in Keezell, 10 to 2
daily. 3 for $1 or 50« each,

Scott Waddell - Happy Thanksgiving! AGD
loves you! Your Big Sis (?)
—■
What The Mormons Think Of Christ Happy Anniversary David -Je t'aime. Come find out. Nov. 21, 12 to 5 pm. RM B of
Cuddle Bunny. Le Kiss Kiss
WCC.
APO Blood Drive - Nov. 30 in PC Ballroom.
Please give!

Spring Break Travel Packages
Cancun ($579), Key West (399)

Sharon - You're the most wonderful person
in the world! Be strong & keep smiling. I love
ya! Becky

Ask For The 'Campus Travel Rep'
(703) 433-7292
Travel Agents International

Congratulations AKA - You are officially Closet Overflow? Student Services
Clothing Drive, Nov. 28 thru Dec. 9. Ask CSC
one year old!
or your RA for details.
"Top 10 Reasons Why UVA Sucks"
Empire Of The Sun - Friday 8:30 only,
T-shirts. Call x7275.
Saturday 7 & 9:30.
You Can't Believe General Dynamics!
Write & just say no!
Killington! Informational meeting Tues., Nov.
Party At Players Plus Help Feed A Family 22. WCC RM B.
For Thanksgiving! Tues., Nov. 22. Admission is "
free with a canned good donation. Sponsored H9alher»m» - Smoked oysters, party
by Commuter Students. All proceeds benefit __™*- 135-6 -9? Tne b'°ndes and Doug,
the Feed a Family Food Drive.
Roxanne, Bimbo! Thanks for being you! You
are loved. Carrie & Heather
I*E Brothers & Little Sisters - Boxer Last Time _ The world wlll be Ihank|(j| ,his
shorts are in. Pick yours up from Doug or Scott Thanksgiving. Hilary
in KbE 101 (x7427). We have a few extras,
so hurry.
Paula & Vicki - Good luck! Kick some butt!
(P.S. Smile!)
Smelly Nurf - Happy Birthday you crazy
Studlrog. Finally 18! Love, Spikoi Serf, Ski Vail 0ver Christmas With JMU Ski
Codburp Smurf, Snaggletooth & the Boys from Club " Jan 1 ,nru 7 Holel- litt ,icke,s *
124
transportation included. $349. Send money to
'
PO L217. Call X4157 or x5536 for info.
AKA -Congratulations on your First
Anniversary!

RA Applications Available Dec. 1 In
Alumnae 102.

Must Sell - Tan suede jacket, size 44. $35 or Learn To Dtfend Yourself - Wed., Nov.
30, 7 pm. Godwin Wrestling Room.

besl oller x4571

Found - Female kitten, approximately 10
voeks old. White, black, grey, calico. Call Julie
at 432-1387.

;;: 1

,

Ski Killington - Meeting Tues., Nov. 22 in
WCC RM B.

Campus Reps Needed - Earn big
commissions & free trips by selling
Nassau/Paradise Island. Cancun, Mexico & ski
trips to Vermont & Colorado. For more info call
toll Iree (800)231-0113 or in Connecticut
(233)967-3330.

LOST I & FOUND

Want A Job Next Semester? Work the WarHrnhm a,Mt____
.u „ ,. „
■
SGA Booksale! Sign-ups Nov. 28 4 29,10 to 4 laf°b'JuMng " Nov' 21. 7 to 9 pm,
WCC.
*"•See UPB
Bimb
° #1 " Readin9 min°"s, speech
impediments, spelling errors, guys are !. the
answering machine. Damn Ay-Rabs! Not while
_\ ___^_ \ kne vou 'roomi<>-'Cafria.... «,..,
*' J2***" *_ Cn"«,m" With JMU
Ski Club - Jan. 1 thru 6. Luxury condo, lift

Female Roommate Wanted - Spring
semester, Campus Condos, own RM.
furnished, 10-minute walk to campus. Call
432-0549.

Overseas Jobs - $900 to $2,000/mo.
Summer, year round. All countries, all fields.
Free inlo. Write IJC, PO Box 52-VA04,
Corona Del Mar. CA 92625.

Shannon - Thanks for everything lately,
'
9real buddv- Now rt's vour ,urn!' *>ve
you. Kate

you re a

For The Smart Way - The Tropic Tan way
Call 433-TANN.
1
Amy (Cush) - Our special baby violet, you're
doing a great job. We love you! Your Bid
9
Sisters, Lauren & Vickie.
.

Part-Time Housekeeping Positions
available for students at JMU. Up to 10 hours
per week. Hours are flexible. $4/hour. Submit
state application to: Employee Relations &
Training, Hillcrest House. 2nd Floor. EOE/AA.

Waitresses Needed At Jess's Lunch.
Shifts available include lunches, weekends &
Christmas break. Apply in person.

IZZ - We share your loss. Patsy was a
special girl who we all will miss in

How Can A Place So Cool Make You
Look So Hot! New Wolff System beds &
booths. Tropjft/Tan, 433-TANN.

Get A Friend A Gift Certificate At Tropic
jann 433.TANN
!
!
You're Still Loved Michelle - Carrie.

Be Part Of A Great Team - Be an RA!

Mr. Henderson - Not everyone who places
a personal is greek. Talk to you in English. C.

Worker Sign-ups For SGA Booksale
Nov. 28 4 29,10 to 4, WCC.

Sing To Your Scope (Or A Friend)
APO Blood Drive - Nov. 30 in PC Ballroom. Without All The Dirty Work. For into about a
Please give.
singing telegram call x4178.
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for that special Christmas gift
COME TO

VALLEYMALL

♦

PROUD SPONSOR
OF
THE BASKETBALL
SUPPLEMENT
IN THIS ISSUE
>
<<

77# Ultimate in Sporting Equipment
and Fashion Sports Apparel'

